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MむneoTOKUNAGA 
This paper is a product of my recent attempt in analyzing al the the 
types and patterns of Sloka verses in the Mahabh主ratawith a cornputer. 
The Sloka， which consists of two lines or hemistichs of sixteen syllables 
each， is the standard verse of the Mahabharata， occupying 93βpercent 
of the whole text， exεluding sporadic prose-portions (141，513 eight-syl-
labic lines， i.e.， about 70，800 versesl out of 151，166 rnetrical lines， i.e.， 
about 75，600 verses in the Poona Critical Edition). 
E. W. Hopkins' The Gγeat Epic 01 1ηdia， the classical， rnonumental study 
in epic literature (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons， London: Edward 
Arnold 1901)， has been used by most scholars of lndian epics for more 
than ninety years. This monograph stil rernains an excellent guide-
book for us to get a general idea of epic rneter， but it rarely gives precise 
details of the variation and弓uantityof rnetrical patterns. Morεoften 
than not we rnust be content with the author's vague and irnpressionistic 
staternent such as “The fourth Vipula usually followsヱー“Thelast 
syllable of the vipula is gene1iαly long，" or‘it must therefore be marked 
as occurring pαssim rather than as common，" when we have need of accu-
rate information on the situation. ln addition， his description does not 
always agree with the actual situation of the epic Sloka， even with deduc司
tion for his use of older editions of the Mahabharata. For example， he 
1 This statistic contains a small amount of non-Sloka verses of eight-syllabic padas. See Section 6. 
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says，“The last syllable [of the third Vipula] is indifferently short or 
long" (p.221). Our tables (Section 1). however， show that the long final 
of this Vipula is often more than twice as large as the short one in 
quantity. On the opening of the fourth Vipula he remarks that it“usual-
ly follows ヱー)ー， but in some sections is found quite as often after 
-一一- andヱ}一一" (p.2 2 2). As far as the Books (Parvans) are con-
cerned， neither of the latter openings occurs quiteαS often asこー in
any Books except for the negligible material in the tenth Book. Particu-
larly misleading is the table he offers on page 236 concerning al the 
Bharata combinations for the prior pada. From our data the reader will 
realize that most of the combinations indicated with s (very rare， spo-
radic) and ? in his table are better described as virtually 'non-existent' in 
the五1ahabharatawith the occurrence less than two or three. A detailed 
review of the GEI on epic Sloka will re弓uirea separate article. In this 
paper 1 confine my job to the report of full and precise data on the met-
rical patterns of epic Sloka， which rapid progress in computer technology 
today has enabled to collect from such a huge text as the立ahabharata.
Here is the list of the contents of this paper. 
S 1 Metrical patterns of the pada 
Table (a') Books i-vi: odd pada 
Table (a") Books i-vi: even pada 
Table (b') Books vii-xii: odd pada 
Table (b") Books vii-xii: even pada 
Table (c') Books xiii-xviii， BhG， Nala: odd pada 
Table (c") Books xiii-xviii， BhG. Nala: even pada 
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~4 Cadence other than diiambus 
~5 Pingala's prohibitions 
(a) Pyrrhic in the 2nd-3rd syllables 
(b) Pyrrhic in the 1 Oth-11 th syllables 
(c) Amphimacer in the 10th-12th syllables 
~6 Eight sy llabic meters other than Sloka 
~7 Word-boundaries in Vipulas (Books i-iii， B註G，Nala) 
Appendix: Odd padas of rare sequences 
The first section consists of the tables of statistic data on al the司uan-
titative sequences of the eight-syllabic Sloka-pada. The tables are di-
vided into three parts: (a) Books i-vi， (b) vii-xii， (c) xiii-xviii， BhG， 
N ala. Each part gives two types of information， namely， the data of the 
odd or prior pada (a'， b¥c') and those of the even or posterior pada (a"， 
b'¥ε") 
The next four sections concern irregular Sloka-padas in the 
Mahabharata. 1 have listed al the hypermetric and catalectic padas， 
which the analysis of the first section has ignoreせ inthe second and 
third sections. Then you will find a list of the lines with a cadence 
other than diiambus in the fourth section. The fifth seciton refers to the 
Sloka-padas ignoring the so-called Pi主gala'sprohibitions in three groups 
according to the type of prohibition. 1 have added an information on the 
eight-syllabic meters other than Sloka in the sixth section. 
Caesura is an essential and indispensable part of metrical analysisじut
1 have not yet sucむeededin preparing an efficient program fit for this 
purpose. The seventh section just shows my attempt in analyzing 
caesuras of epic Sloka from the point of word-boundaries. At the end of 
this paper 1 have provided a list of al the line-numbers of the odd padas 
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with rare metrical sequences for those who want exact information on 
relatively rare patterns in epic Sloka. 
In this paper 1 use‘sequence，'‘pattern，'‘type，' and 'combination' in the 
following meanings. ‘Sequence' or ‘quantitative sequence' means a suc-
cession of long and short syllables in general.‘Pattern' or 'metrical pat-
tern' is a se弓uenceof four syllables， which Hopkins calls 毛foot，'in the 
pada-initial position. ‘Type' means a metrical category of Sloka such as 
Pathya， Vipula 1， Vipula 2， Vipula 3， and Vipula 4. When a pattern is 
associated with a type， 1 call the whole sequence of the eight syllables 
‘combination，' which is abridged to‘Comb.' in the tables. 
In spite of my repeated correction the machine-readable text of the 
Mahabharata， on which the present analysis is based， is stil not totally 
free from typing mistakes and the reader is requested not to believe that 
the figures are one hundred percent correct. 1 suppose. however， that 
the error-rate is negligibly small for the massive epic text. 
For most of my analysis here 1 am indebted to the meter-program 
MET2.COM， produced by Mr. Toru Tomabechi， graduate student of the 
Buddhist Studies at Kyoto U niversity. This program， written in 
Assembler， is弓uiteefficient both in speed and in functions. The only 
problem is that it omits the figure below the second decimal place.2 
Conse司uent1ythe total of ratios does not reach one hundred. Those who 
want exact ratios are advised to count by themselves from figures in the 
tables. 
1 would like to express my special thanks to Prof. Hideaki N akatani of 
Kobe Ga主uinUniversity for his valuable comments on this paper. Also， 
1 thank my students， Mizue Sugita and Tomoko Noda， who helped me 
2 The percentagεof thぞ 8thsyllable in the tables， which 1 counted by hand， rounds off the frac-
tions to two decimal places. 
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correct errors in this paper as well as typing mistakes in my computer-
ized text of the Mahabharata. 
~ 1 Metrical patterns of the pada 
In the tables 1 have tabulated data in the order of the Books of the 
Mahabharata. Only the last three Books are treated as one group， as 
they appear to be a latest addition to make the total number of the Books 
of the Mahabh丞rataeighteen. In the right-end columns you will find the 
statistics of the Bhagavadgit亘 (vi.23-40) and the Nalopakhyana 
(iii.50-78). 1 cannot give more information on minor Parvans or sec-
tions of the epic at the present stage. Let me emphasize that the figures 
in the tables represent not verses but lines (hemistichs) of epic Sloka. 
For brevity 1 have used the following symbols in the tables: P 
Pathya， V1 -Vipula 1， V2 -Vipula 2， V3 -Vipula 3， V 4 -Vipula 4， 
m or mni minor Ionic c-一三)， M or Mji -major Ionic (一一)ヱ)， D or 
Dpc -diiam bic prior cadence (---ヱト Capital and small 1εtters of a to 
H indicate， as shown in parentheses inside the tables， possible sequences 
of the first four syllables of the pada. For example， Pa means Pathya 1 
with the opening一一一一， V2C Vipula 2 with the opening -ー }ー ， and me 
minor Ionic with the opening一一一
In the tables the columns indicate the Books and two exemplary texts 
of minor Parvans (BhG， N alopakhyana) and the rows quantitative se-
quences of the pada， which correspond to the eight-syllables of the odd 
pada (with the final syllaba anceps) in the tables a'， b'， c¥and to the be-
ginning four syllables of the even pada in the tables a'¥b"， c". In oder 
to save space， 1 have omitted V1h/H， V2h/H， V3h/H， V 4h/H， which are 
not found in the話ah孟bharata，from the tables. Note also that the figure 
in parentheses indicates the ratio of the sequence in the total number of 
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the metrical type (such as Pathya， Vipulal， etc.)， while the percentage of 
a metrical type， indicated in the column ‘total，' corresponds to the pro-
portion of it in the whole Sloka. For each metrical type you can get in-
formation on the弓uantityof the final syllable of the pada in the rows: 
8th (-) and 8th (つ.which you will find just above the row of the total 
number. From a practical point of view 1 have included the exceptional-
ly rare minor Ionic， major Ionic， diiambic prior cadence as well as a 
small amout of eight-syllabic non-Sloka meters in the total amount of 
Sloka lines. 
After a long way to come to these results 1 cannot but express a slight 
disappointment to see that the metrical patterns of the Books look fairly 
levelled， compared particularly with the situations in the Bhagavadgita 
and the Nalopakhyana. Perhaps we wiU have to make another investiga-
tion into minor Parvans or particular section of each Book to get clearer 
contrasts in statistics on the epic meter. At any rate， the tables and 
other data in this paper， 1 hope， will improve our knowledge on the 
actual situation of the variation and quantity of the Sloka-verses in the 
Mahabharata. 
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( めBooks i 一vi: odd p 孟詞da
ICa偲置沼E油.Book 1 
Pa (一一一ー} 1287 (11.3%) 
PA (v一一} 1162 (10.2%) 
(単一一一} 2449 (21.5%) 
Ph (ー》一一} 1~61 (16.3%) 
1 
464 (12.2%) 
壱3芝8玄~ ( 9.4%) 
(21.7%) 
629 (16.6%) 
PB (v v一一} 三1百1376(9.9%} τ萌37ぎ6 ( 9.9%) 
(単》ー } (26.3%) (26.5%) 
PC (__v_) 554 ( 4.8%) 三1Z9Z1(5.0%} 
PC (vー》ー} 633 ( 5.5%) ( 5.6%) 
(，，-v_ ) 1187 (10.4%) 405 (10.7%) 
Pd (ーvvー} o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
PD (vv“一} 1 ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
(且vv一} 1 ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
Pe {一一一v) 壱8百1玄9 ( 7.2%) 281 ( 7.4%) 
PE (v一v) ( 7.0%) 252 ( 6.6%) 
{単一一づ τ16荷22主(14.2%) 3537317 (14.0%} 
Pf (_ vーv) ( 9.3%) ( 9.9%) 
PF (v v_v) 513 ( 4.5%) 158 ( 4.1%) 
(￥ M vー) 1575 (13.8%) 5JJ (14.0%) 
Pg (__vv) 851 ( 7.4%) 266 ( 7.0%) 
PG (v _ v ) τ認68否5 ( 6.0%) Z2E1Z 8(5.7%} 
{単つ (13.5%) (12.7%) 
Ph {一vv v) 1 ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
PH (v v v ) τ o( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
(単vv v) ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 
8th (一} 376汚1百8 (67.0%) 2484 (65.7%) 
8th (v) (33.0%) 1298 (34.3%) 
111 lV V Vl 
1985 (11.7%) 390 (12.9%) 1139 (12.2%) 976 (10.3%) 
1729 (10.2%) JU7 (10.2%) 9~~ (10.6%) 856 ( 9.0%) 
J714 (21.9%) o97 (23.2%) 2127 (22.9%) 1832 (19.4%) 
2606 (15.3%) 449 (14.9%) 114Z 3805.5%) 1514 (16.0%) 
1613 ( 9.5%) J11 (10.3%) (10.2%) 772 ( 8.1%) 
4219 (24.9%) (oU (25.2%) 2J9J (25.7%) 2286 (24.2%) 
ヲ8互5芝5 ( 5.0%) 181 ( 6.0%) 482 ( 5.1%) 49J ( 5.2%) 
( 5.5%) :lU1 ( 6.6%) 4o9 ( 5.0%) 502 ( 5.3%) 
1797 (10.6%) 一38一2否(12.7%) 一9ーb一11百(10.2%) 995 (10.5%) 。(0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 2 ( 0.0%) 
。(0.0%) U ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) ( 0.0%) 2 ( 0.0%) 
1273 ( 7.5%) 24~ ( 8.2%) o60 ( 7.1%) 652 ( 6.9%) 
1l~4 ( 6.9%) 159 ( 5.2%) o24 ( 6.7%) 757 ( 8.0%) 
τ24E5E77 (14.5%} 407 (13.5%) 12~4 (13.8%) 1409 (14.9%) 
( 9.9%) :lá~ ( 8.5%) ~~1 ( 9.4%) 1011 (10.7%) I 
823 ( 4.8%) 121 ( 4.0%) 439 ( 4.7%) 4号4( 5.2%) : 
τ2τ87107 (14.8%} 寸J7事9事(12.6%) 一1J言270芝(14.2% ) 1505 (15.9%) 
( 6.9%) ( 6.6%) ( 7.2%) 772 ( 8.1%) 
1065 ( 6.2%) 179 ( 5.9%) 528 ( 5.6%) 616 ( 6.5%) 
:l242 (13.2%) JI~ (12.5%) l:lUU (12.9%) 1388 (14.7%) 
2 ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) 1O 7 {0.0%} 
。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 









i Pathy忌total111368 (85.2%) 13782 (83.2%) 116提T(86.()%)1 30U4(伝説)[92花 (85扇)19417(舘.4%)1 
Vla (一一一一} 14o (20.9%) ö~ (22.2%) 211 (19.9%) 26 (23.4%) lU4 (17.7%) 7J (15.4%) 
VIAヤ一一} 130 (18.6%) 39 (12.7%) 1~4 (17.3%) 2U (18.0%) lU3 (17.5%) 79 (16.7%) 
(単一一一} 27o (39.5%) 7107 (34.9%} 395 (37.2%) 芝4ぎ6 (41.4%) τ2吉0Z7{352%) τl宮b古2 (32.2%) 
Vlh (_v一一} 177 (25.3%) (25.1 %) JUo (28.8%) (25.2%) (26.2%) (32.4%) 
VIB (v V一一} ~7 (12.4%) 54 (17.6%) 141 (13.3%) 14 (12.6%) 76 (12.9%) 4o ( 9.7%) 
(単》一一} 2o4 (37.8%) 131 (42.8%) 447 (42.1%) 42 (37.8%) 2JU (39.1%) 199 (42.2%) 
VIc (__vー} 86 (12.3%) 30 ( 9.8%) 96 ( 9.0%) 11 ( 9.9%) 79 (13.4%) OU (12.7%) 
V1C (v_vー} 71 (10.1%) 37 (12.0%) 122 (11.5%) 12 (10.8%) τZ7187 {113%} 60 (12.7%) 
(単一》ー} 1a7 (22.5%) o7 (21.8%) :l 1~ (20.5%) :lJ (20.7%) (25.3%) lLU (25.4%) 
Vld (ーvv一} 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
VID (v…-) υ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
(単…-) U ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) す。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 
Vle (ーづ U ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.3%) ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.1%) υ( 0.0%) 
V1E γ-づ 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) ， 
(単一一づ 。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.3%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.1%) o ( 0.0%) 
Vlf (ー》ーづ o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) U ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 
VIF (~Vーづ 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
("，-Vーv) 万。(0.0%) 万。(0.0%) 万。(0.0%) 1。7(0.0%) 1O 7 {0.0%) 1。7{0.0%) 
Vlg (__vv) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 
VIGγ-…} 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
(旦ー v~) U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) U ( 0.0%) I 
8th (一) 659 (94.5%) 291 (95.1%) lO10 (95.3%) 107 (96.4%) 554 (94.4%) 451 (95.8%) 
8th {づ 38 ( 5.5%) 15 ( 4.9%) 5υ( 4.7%) 4 ( 3.6%) J3 ( 5.6%) 20 ( 4.2%) 
[Vipul丞1totall 697 ( 5.2%) I 306 ( 6.7%) I 1面百(5.3%) I 111 ( 3.2%) I 587 ( 5.3%) I 471 (正蒜η
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a') - i: a
IComb I 1 I 1 I v I
(---- ) :l . ) 2 ) 7 ) 9 ) 2 ) Y 0 3 )
A (v ___ ) 1 2 ) J58 ( 9.4%) Y 2 ) 0 2 ) Y88 6 ) . )
(>< ---) . ) 822 . ) . ) 6Y 2 ) :l 9 ) J:l 4 )
b (_v __ ) H ol 1 3 ) :'W 1 6 ) :l 3 ) 9 ) 1438 (15.5%) 0 )
B (v v__ ) llJ6 ( 9.9%) J76 ( 9.9%) 5 ) 3 3 ) 955 2 ) 1'( . )
(><v __ ) 2997 2 3 ) 1005 5 ) Y 9 ) 700 2 ) ~ Y3 7 ) ~~ 0 2 )
c _ ) 8 ) 191 ( 5.0%) 855 ( 5.0%) ) . ) ~ . )
C (v _ v_) 5 ) 214 6 ) 942 5 ) L I ) 0 . ) UL . )
,,,- 4 ) 7 ) 6 ) 382 (12.7%) 951 (10.2%) 5 )
(_vv_) ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o ) U ) L ( . )
D (v vv_) ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) ( ) o . ) ( . )
(><vv_) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) o ( ) U . ) L ( . )
(___ v) 819 ( 7.2%) 7 4 ) 5 ) ~ 8 ) 6 ) . )
E (v __ v) 803 0 ) 6 ) 18 9 ) Y ) 0 . ) . )
('" __ v) 102L (14.2%) 5JJ (14.0%) 2457 (14.5%) 5 ) 8 8 ) Y 9 )
C (__ _ ) 1062 3 ) 375 9 ) 1087 9 ) 258 ) 88 9 4 ) lUll 7 )
) J 5 ) 1 ) ~J 8 ) ) . ) Y . )
(", v_ ) 1 8 ) 0 ) L5lU (14.8%) J79 (12.6%) IJ20 (14.2%) 9 )
_ ) 7 4 ) 0 ) 1177 9 ) 199 ) 0{2 ) 1' . )
G v ) 685 ( 6.0%) 218 ( 5.7%) 2 ) Y ) . ) 0 . )
(><_vv) 1536 1 5 ) 484 7 ) L 2 78 5 ) L 9 ) IJ 7 )
(_ v) ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) o ( ) ( . ) o ( 0.0 )
H v ) ( 0.0 ) o ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) ( ) o ( . ) o . )
><v ) 1 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) ( . ) ( . )
(- ) 7618 (67.0 ) 7 ) 11081 (65.4 ) 190Y (65.5%) OU51 (65.2%) 0274 (66.6%)
) 3750 3 0 ) 3 ) 5860 6 ) 1035 5 ) 3225 8 ) 3143 )
I t a l 8 2 ) 2 ) 941 (86.0 ) I 3 04 (86.8% 1 76 .0%) I (88. ) I
I ----) 0 2 9 ) 08 2 ) ~ll 9 ) 0 4 ) 1 7 ) )
IA (v ___ ) IJU 1 6 ) Y 7 ) 8 3 ) 0 0 ) 1 5 ) 7 )
"'---) 0 3 5 ) lU7 (34. ) 2 ) 40 (41.4 ) 207 (35.2 ) 152 (32.2 )
lb ( __ ) 2 3 ) 77 . ) O 8 ) 28 2 ) 154 (26.2%) 153 4 )
B v__ ) 8 4 ) 6 ) 3 ) 6 ) 0 9 ) 0 . )
(>< v__ ) 6 3 8 ) lJl 8 ) 1 ) 8 ) O 1 ) 2 )
Ic (_ _ ) 1 3 ) 8 ) 0 ) ) 4 ) 7 )
IC ... _) 1 1 ) 0 ) 5 ) 8 ) 70 (11.9%) 7 )
(",_v_) 5 2 .5% 0 . ) L 8 5 ) L 7 ) 149 (25.3%) !L 4 )
ld _ _) o ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) ( ) ( . ) ( . )
D vv_ o 0 ) ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o ( ) o ( . ) o ( . )
(>< ...... _) ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( ) U ( . ) o ( . )
I (--_ ... ) ( 0 ) ( 3 ) o 0 ) U ( ) ( ) U ( . )
IE (v __ ... ) o ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) ( ) ( . ) ( . )
('" __ v) o ( 0 ) ( 3 ) o ( 0 ) ( ) ( . ) ( . )
IC (_v_v) ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) o ( ) ( . ) o ( . )
IF (vv_v) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) o ( ) U ( . ) U ( . )
, v_ ) U ( .0 ) U ( .0 ) 0(0.0%) U ( 0. ) o ( 0.0 ) U ( 0. )
Vlg _ ) o .0 ) o .0 ) o .0 ) o . ) o . ) o . )
IG (v_vv) o 0 ) o( 0 ) o( .0 ) ( ) ( . ) ( . )
><_ v ( .0 ) o ( .0 ) U ( .0 ) U ( . ) o ( . ) o ( . )
t - ) 9 .5 ) .1 ) 10 .3 ) 4 ) 4 ) .8 )
t (v) ( .5 ) .9 ) 0 ( .7 ) ( . ) 3 ( . ) ( . )
'Vl lal t t l' (5.2%) I (6.7 )' 106U (5.3 ) (3.2 ) I ( . ) I (4.4%I]
- -
(ぜ)Books i-vi: odd p記 a
Ico的.Book 1 
V2a (一一) 16 ( 3.5%) 
V2A (~-一一} 15 ( 3.3%) 
(単一一一} 31 ( 6.9%) 
V2b (-~一一) 19 ( 4.2%) 
V2B (…--) 2 ( 0.4%) 
{単》一一} 21 (4.6%) 
V2c (一一~-) 191 (42.6%) 
V2C (~-~ー} 205 (45.7%) 
(単一~-) 396 (88.3%) 
V2d (-~~-) o ( 0.0%) 
V2D (…》一} 。(0.0%) 
{単~ w一) 。(0.0%) 
V2e (一一一つ 。(0.0%) 
V2E ヤ一一つ o ( 0.0%) 
("'---づ 。(0.0%) 
V2f {_vーづ o ( 0.0%) 
V2F (v~_~) 。(0.0%) 
(単 v_~) o ( 0.0%) 
V2g (__v~) 。(0.0%) 
V2G (~-~づ o ( 0.0%) 
(><_vv) 。(0.0%) 
8th (一} 421 (94.0%) 
8th (~) 27 ( 6.0%) 
1 
4 ( 2.7%) 
5 ( 3.4%) 
9 ( 6.2%) 
5 ( 3.4%) 
1 ( 0.6%) 




o ( 0.0%) 
o (り.0%)
0(0.0%) 
1 ( 0.6%) 
0(0.0%) 
1 ( 0.6%) 
o ( 0.0%) 
1 ( 0.6%) 
1 ( 0.6%) 
0(0.0%) 
0(0.0%) 
o ( O.O%) 
135 (93.1%) 
10 ( 6.9%) 
111 lV 
19 ( 3.2%) 4 ( 3.9%) 
11 ( 1.8%) 2 ( 1.9%) 
30 ( 5.0%) 6 ( 5.9%) 
7 ( 1.1%) 1 ( 0.9%) 
1 ( 0.1%) 1 ( 0.9%) 
8 ( 1.3%) 2 ( 1.9%) 
254 (43.1%) 51 (50.4%) 
296 (50.2%) 42 (41.5%) 
550 (93.3%) 93 (92.0%) 
。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
1 ( 0.1%) o ( 0.0%) 
。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
1 ( 0.1%) 。(0.0%) 





o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
538 (91.3%) 96 (95.0%) 
51 ( 8.7%) 5 ( 5.0%) 
V 
14 ( 4.2%) 
18 ( 5.4%) 
32 ( 9.7%) 
4 ( 1.2%) 
3 ( 0.9%) 





o ( 0.0%) 
。(0.0%) 
1 ( 0.3%) 
0(0.0%) 
1 ( 0.3%) 
。(0.0%) 
。(0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) 
。(0.0%) 
293 (89.3%) 
35 ( 10.7%) 
τ 
Vl 
8 ( 2.5%) 
7 ( 2.2%) 
15 ( 4.7%) 
8 ( 2.5%) 
1 ( 0.3%) 










o ( 0.0%) 
。(0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) 
300 (95.8%) 
13 ( 4.2%) 
i Vipお 2totall 448 ( 3.3%) I 145 ( 3.1%) I 589 ( 2.9%) 1 101 ( 2.9%) 1 ~28-(3.0混q313 ( 2.9同1
V3a (一) 0(0.0%) 1 ( 0.5%) 2 (0.2%) o ( 0.0%) 4 ( 0.7%) 1 ( 0.3%) 
V3Aヤ一一) 1 ( 0.1%) 。(0.0%) 2 (0.2%) o ( 0.0%) 2 ( 0.3%) 1 ( 0.3%) 
(単一一一) 1 ( 0.1%) 1 ( 0.5%) 4 ( 0.4%) 0(0.0%) 6 ( 1.1%) 2 ( 0.6%) 
V3b (_w一一) 3 ( 0.5%) o ( 0.0%) 3 ( 0.3%) 1 ( 0.5%) 1 ( 0.1%) 3 ( 1.0%) 
V3B (vv__) 1 ( 0.1%) 。(0.0%) 2 ( 0.2%) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.1%) 。(O.O%) 
(単》一) 4 ( 0.6%) o ( 0.0%) 5 (0.5%) 1 ( 0.5%) 2 ( 0.3%) 3 ( 1.0%) 
V3c (__v一) 225 (38.6%) 83 (43.4%) 386 (45.8%) 104 (52.0%) 236 (45.3%) 133 (44.4%) 
V3C (vー》一} 352 (60.4%) 105 (54.9%) 445 (52.9%) 95 (47.5%) 274 (52.6%) 159 (53.1%) 
("，-_v_) 577 (99.1%) 188 (98.4%) 831 (98.8%) 199 (99.5%) 510 (98.0%) 292 (97.6%) 
V3d (_v ~_) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.1%) 。(0.0%) 
V3D (~~V ー) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.5%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
(三 ~v_) 0(0.0%) 1 ( 0.5%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.1%) 。(0.0%) 
V3e (一一一づ o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
V3E ヤー~) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 1(0.1%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
(三一_v) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.1%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
V3f (-~-~) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.1%) 2 ( 0.6%) 
V3F (vv_v) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
(三 ~_v) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.1%) 2 ( 0.6%) 
V3g (ー~ ~) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.5%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 告(0β%) 。(0.0%) 
V3Gド_v~) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
("，-ー v~) 。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.5%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
8th (-) 405 (69.6%) 126 (66.0%) 573 (槌.1%) 128 (64.0%) 322 (61.9%) 192 (64.2%) 
8土h (v) 177 (30.4%) 65 (34.0%) 268 (31.9%) 72 (36.0%) 198 (38.1%) 107 (35.8%) 
lVi凶日 total1 582 ( 4.3両[I9}_( 4.2%) I 841 ( 4.2%) I 200 ( 5.7%) I 520 ( 4.7%) I 299 ( 2.8%) I 
- 8 -
a.') i i: ada.
C mb I i ii III iv v vi
2a (---- ) .5 ) ( .7 ) 2 ) ( 9 ) . ) ( . )
A --) 3 ) ( 3.4 ) . ) ( . ) ( 5. ) ( . )
(", ---) 9 ) ( 2 ) 0 ) ( 9 ) . ) . )
-- .2 ) ( 3.4 ) ( . ) ( 9 ) ( . ) ( . )
V2B (",~--) ( 0.4 ) ( 6 ) ( 1 ) ( 9 ) ( ) ( . )
(",~--) 4.6 ) ( 1 ) ( . ) ( . ) ( . ) ( . )
-- ) 4 .6 ) 2 ) 1 ) 4 ) 1 ) 7 )
2C (~_v_) 4 .7 ) 0 ) 2 ) . ) 6 ) 6 )
",-~ ) 8 .3 ) 2 ) 3 ) 0 ) 8 ) 3 )
(_vv_) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) 0(0.0% ( 0 ) o ( ) o ( . )
D ~"'~-) o 0 ) U O ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) o ( . )
(><vv_) o 0 ) .0% ( 0 ) ( 0 ) o ( ) ( . )
(---~) o 0 ) ( 6 ) ( 1 ) ( 0 ) ( ) o ( . )
E (~ __ v) ( 0 ) .0% o( 0 ) ( 0 ) 0 ) 0(0.0%)
(",--~) 0(0.0% ( 6 ) ( 1 ) o ( 0 ) ( ) o ( . )
f (_~_v) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) 0(0.0% ( 0 ) o ( ) ( . )
F (v ~ ",) o ( 0 ) ( 6 ) 0(0.0% 0 o ( ) o( . )
", ~ - ( 0 ) ( 6 ) o (O.O ) o (O.O ) ( ) ( . )
--~ ~ o 0 ) o (O.O ) o ( . %) o ( 0 ) ( ) ( . )
G "' ~ ",) ( 0 ) .0% o( 0 ) o ( 0 0 ) ( ) ( . )
>< -~ ",) o 0 ) ( 0 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) o ( ) ( . )
-) 9 .0 ) 1 ) . ) 0 ) 3 ) 8 )
0 ) 9 ) 7 ) ( 0 ) . ) . )
, pula t l' 3 ) 1 ) 9 ) I ) I 3 8 3. %) I . %) I
---- .0% ( 5 ) .2 ) ( ) ( ) ( . )
V3A (v ___ ) ( 1 ) o ( 0 ) .2 ) ( ) ( ) ( . )
"'--- ) ( 1 ) ( 5 ) ( 0 4 ) o (0. ) ( . ) ( . )
v __ ) ( 5 ) ( 0 ) ( 3 ) ( ) ( ) ( . )
B vv ) ( 1 ) o 0 ) ( 2 ) ( 0 ) ( ) o ( 0.0 )
(><v __ ) ( 6 ) ( 0 ) .5 ) ( ) ( ) ( . )
--~- ) 3 .6 ) 4 ) 8 ) 0 ) 3 ) )
C ~-~-) 4 ) 9 ) 9 ) 5 ) 6 ) 1 )
", 9 .1 ) 4 ) 8 ) 5 ) 0 ) 6 )
v o 0 ) 0(0.0% o( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) 0(0.0%)
D ~- ( 0 ) ( 5 ) 0(0.0% ( 0 ) ( ) o ( . )
('" v'" ) .0% ( 5 ) 0(0.0% ( ) ( ) o ( . )
(---",) ( 0 ) 0(0.0% 0 ( ) ( ) o ( . )
(~--",) ( 0 ) 0(0.0% 1 ) 0 ( ) o ( . )
'" _ v ( 0 ) o (o.o%) ( 1 ) ( ) ( ) o ( . )
f ~-",) .0% ( 0 ) 0 o ( ) ( ) ( . )
3F ", ", .0% ( 0 ) 0 0 ( ) o ( . )
('" v) o (O.O ) ( .0 ) o( 0. ) o (0.0 ) ( . ) ( . )
--~ ( .0 ) ( .5 ) ( .0 ) ( . ) o ( .0 ) o ( . )
G (~-"'~) ( .0 ) 0(0.0% 0(0.0% o( . ) o ( . ) o ( . )
",-~~ o .0 ) ( .5 ) o (O.O ) ( . ) ( . ) o ( . )
t (6 .6 ) ( .0 ) (68.1 ) ( .0 ) ( . ) ( .2 )
t ( .4 ) ( .0 ) ( . ) 0 ) ( .1 ) ( .8 )





















1 111 1V v Vl 
V4a (一一一} 29 (12.5%) :lo (23.0%) J~ (15.3%) :l ( 4.8%) :l~ (15.2%) 21 (15.3%) 
V4Aヤーー} τ2z 5(10.7%} 1:l (10.6%) ?3百:l (12.9%) 5 (12.1%) :l'{ (14.6%) 25 (18.5%) 
{単一ー一) (23.2%) 38 (33.6%) (28.3%) j (17.0%) 55 (29.8%) 46 (34.0%) 
V4b (-~ーー) 21 ( 9.0%) 11 ( 9.7%) 一4宮U (16.1%) 4 ( 9.7%) -1bE {8.1%} -14z P0.3%} 
V4B (…ー) 7 ( 3.0%) 2 ( 1.7%) ( 1.2%) U ( 0.0%) ( 3.2%) ( 2.9%) 
(単》一一) 2~ (12.0%) 13 (11.5%) 43 (17.4%) 4 ( 9.7%) 21 (11.4%) 18 (13.3%) 
V4c (--~ー} ö~ (29.3%) 34 (30.0%) 7U (28.3%) 1/ (41.4%) 吉b宮:l (28.2%) 337 4{251%) 
V4C ヤ-~-) ~l (34.9%) 27 (23.8%) 62 (25.1%) 13 (31.7%) (30.4%) (27.4%) 
〈且一) 149 (64.2%) ol (53.9%) lJ:l (53.4%) 3U (73.1%) 1υ~ (58.6%) -7IE {52.5%} 
V4d (_vvー) 。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.8%) U ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) Tυ7 (0.0%} ( 0.0%) 
V4D (…~-) 1 ( 0.4%) 。(0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
(単v~一) 1 ( 0.4%) T17 (0.8%) 。(0.0%) υ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) 
V4e (一一一つ 。(0.0%) ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.4%) 。(0.0%) U ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V4E (v_一つ U ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) τ υ( 0.0%) 1。7(G.0%) 万U ( 0.0%) 万o ( 0.0%) 
(単一一つ 。(0.0%) U ( 0.0%) ( 0.4%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 
V4f (_~_v) υ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
V4F (v~一つ 万。(0.0%) 万。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.4%) 1υ7 {0.0%) 。(0.0%) む(0.0%) 
{単 v_~) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.4%) ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
V4g (一一》づ 。(0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
V4G (~_vv) 万。(0.0%) TO 7 {0.0%) 万。(0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 万υ( 0.0%) 万。(0.0%) 
(単Jν) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 
8th {一) 175 (75.4%) 91 (80.5%) 174 (70.4%) J4 (82.9%) lJ6 (73.9%) 9吉(73.3%)
8th (v) 57 (24.6%) 22 (19.5%) 73 (29.6%) 7 (17.1%) 4~ (26.1%) 36 (26.7%) 
a 一一一一} U~4 (13.3%) 5o4 (12.4%) :l51~ (12.7%) 4ちJ(13.9%) 14~j (13.7%) τlJ百4吉0宮(12.5%}「i 
A ヤーー} 314芝互59ま(10.9%) TB4吉8T7(10.7%} Z2E0I97 00.6%) 4り:l(11.6%) 11(:l (10.7%) ( 9.6%) 
{単一一一) (24.3%) (23.1%) (23.4%) 885 (25.6%) 2669 (24.4%) 2J69 (22.2%) 
b (_v一一} :l 11~ (15.8%) ~14 (17.9%) J26U (16.5%) 5~9 (17.0%) 1~υö (16.5%) τI9E83917 (18.6%} 
B (~ ~ーー) 31Z2E8T 4(9.6%) T芝4787T(10.0%} ぢ1琵92T1{9.7%} 菅3I2ぎ9 ( 9.5%) Iり94(10.0%) ( 9.7%) 
{単》一一} (25.5%) (27.9%) (26.3%) (26.5%) 29UU (26.5%) JU24 (28.4%) 
c (一一》一} 百。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) :l ( 0.0%) T 。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) :l ( 0.0%) 
C (~-~ー) ( 0.0%) T E す。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 2 ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) (~-~-) 
T1U 7 I (o o%} 
( 0.0%) 1す3E {00%} 百万1 ( 0.0%) 
-一TI4一E万百T 3 ( o o%) 
-一T郡-一1万吉3百
d (ーv~一) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 
D (v v v一} ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 
(~…-) U ( 0.0%) Z壱すυ( 0.0%) τ哲75。{0.0%} 。(0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 
e (ー一一つ 1410 (10.5%) (10.3%) 0.0%) Ji~ (10.9%) (10.4%) ( 9.9%) 
E (v一一づ 114J ( 8.5%) J5~ ( 7.9%) loo4 ( 8.4%) :lb.'J ( 7.6%) ~~~ ( 8.1%) ちる， ( 8.0%) 
(><一 v) :l55J (19.1%) ~:l7 (18.2%) Jb4υ(18.4%) o4J (18.5%) 2U:l~ (18.5%) 191:l (17.9%) 
f (_vー v) 14Uυ(10.4%) τ47z4z (10.4%} 2221 (11.2%) τ3す437{9.9%) 1τ14T3τ (10.4%) -123277T (115%} 
F (v vーづ 7J5 ( 5.5%) ( 5.3%) 1112 ( 5.6%) ( 4.8%) ( 5.6%) ( 5.3%) 
(~ v_v) 21J5 (16.0%) 717 (15.7%) 333J (16.9%) 510 (14.7%) 1754 (16.0%) 17~~ (16.8%) 
g 一 vv) 
一τ1百宮1事古37百~ ( 8.5%) 古百37事5百77 { 8 39竜) τ21E6百4官古1 ( 8.3%) 古百2百9t2菅F { 849も) -TE9E3事8古事O ( 8.7%) 一Tお吉9宮8百G (v_…} ( 6.4%) ( 6.5%) ( 6.4%) ( 6.0%) ( 5.4%) ( 5.4%) 
(><_vv) (14.9%) (14.8%) (14.7%) (14.4%) (14.2%) (14.4%) 
h (ーvv v) 4 ( 0.0%) す。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) 万。(0.0%) 万υ( 0.0%) 1。7{0.0%} 
H (~V V v) o ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 
(，<vvv) 4 ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 1 (0.0%} υ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
- 9 -
(a') Books i-vi: odd pada
IComb Book I 1 I 1 III I vi
8, ----) Z~ 5 ) Z 0 ) l:S 3 ) Z 8 ) Z :S 2 ) ~ 3 )
(~---) :l (10.7 ) 2 6 ) 32 (12.9 ) 1 ) 27 6 ) ~ 5 )
(,,- --- t>4 2 ) Jl:S 6 ) {U (28.3%) '1 1.0% 8 ) 0 0 )
-- 0 ) 1 ) 0 (16.1 ) ( 7 ) It> ( 8. ) (10.3 )
~~-- ( 0 ) ( .1 ) J . ) o ( 0 ) 6 2 ) 4 9 )
(,,- ~ -- 8 0 ) lUi% 1 4 ) ( 7 ) 4 ) 3 )
e -) 0l:S 3 ) 0 ) {U 3 ) 1 . ) 52 (28.2 ) .: (25.1 )
(~-~-) 1H 9 ) ( 8 ) 0 1 ) lJ . ) 00 4 ) .: 4 )
(.... _~-) 2 ) 61 9 ) 132 4 ) 1 ) lU 6 ) 1 ( .5 )
-~~- o ( 0 ) ( 8 ) ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0.0%) U 0 )
~ ~-) ( 0 4 ) o ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U 0 ) U ( 0 )
,,- ~ - ( 0 4 ) 1 ( 0.8 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U ( 0. )
--- ~) U ( 0 ) U 0 ) ( 0 4 ) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U ( 0 )
~--~) ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) u ( .0 ) U ( 0.0 ) ( .0 ) U ( .0 )
(.... __ v) o ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) 1 0 4 ) o 0 ) o 0 ) U 0 )
£ - -~ o ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o 0 ) o ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 )
~ -~) o ( .0 ) o ( .0 ) ( 0 4 ) o ( 0.0 ) o ( 0 ) o 0 )
()£~-~) o 0 ) 0(0.0% ( 0 4 ) o 0 ) o ( 0 ) 0(0.0%
--~ ~) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 )
-~~ U ( 0.0 ) U ( 0.0 ) U ( 0.0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( .0 ) U ( .0 )
.... -~~ U 0 ) U 0 ) U 0 ) U ( 0 ) U 0 ) U 0 )
(-) 1 4 ) !H 5 ) 4 ) 3 9 ) Uij 1 9 ) !) 1 3 )
~ 6 ) 5 ) J 6 ) 1 1 ) 1 ) 7 )
-I Vlpul8,4 total I 232 ( 1.1%) I lU ( 2.4%) I :l47 ( 1.2%) I 41 ( 1.1%) I 1M ( 1.6%) I 135 ( 1.2%) I
1064210910345719681
mni [~~-"'l 3 ( 0.0%) J ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 5 ( 0.0%) 4 ( 0.0%)
Mji [-- ~ '"1 1 ( 0.0%) I ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 3 ( 0.0%) I ( 0.0%)
Dpe [~-~"'l 3 ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 7 ( 0.0%) 2 ( 0.0%)
.I Sloka. total I 13334 4542
(a") Books i-vi: even pada
(----) 11M 3 ) bM 4 ) Zt>HS 7 ) l:S 9 ) ( 7 ) 1340 (12.5%)
(~---) 1459 (10.9%) 487 (10.1%) 20!)9 (10.6%) 02 6 ) 72 1 ) lU29 6 )
(.... _--) 3~4J 3 ) 1051 1 ) 4617 4 ) 6 ) 4 ) 2 )
-~--) UUS 8 ) 151 9 ) 0U 5 ) 015 1 0 ) H:SUtj 5 ) 19~9 (18.6%)
-- 12M ( 9.6%) 457 (10.0%) HI21 ( 9.1 ) 329 ( 9.5%) 10 0 ) 1035 7 )
('" ~--) 34U2 5 ) lUI 1 9 ) 5UH (26.3%) 91~ 5 ) :W 5 ) 3 4 )
--~-) U ( 0.0 ) ( 0 ) 2 0.0%) U ( 0. ) ( 0 ) 2 0 )
- U 0 ) U ( 0.0%) ( 0 ) 1 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 )
",-~-) U ( 0.0%) 1 0 ) 3 ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) 3 ( 0.0%) 3 ( 0.0%)
(_~v_) U 0.0% U 0.0% U 0 ) U 0 ) U 0 ) U 0 )
(w ~ ~ _) U 0 ) U 0 ) U 0 ) o 0 ) U 0 ) o 0 )
(",~~-) ( 0 ) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0 ) o 0 ) o 0 )
(--- ~) 5 ) 40~ 3 ) 19/0 (1 0 ) 3/ 1 9 ) 1141 4 ) lOb5 9 )
~-- ~) 3 5 ) 3 9 9 ) 166 8 4 ) 265 6 ) 1 ) ~57 0 )
'" --~ 2 3 1 ) 8:n 2 ) 36 0 ( 4 ) 6 3 5 ) 29 5 ) 2 9 )
- ~-~ O ( 4 ) 474 (10.4 ) 2 ) 343 ( 9.9%) 1143 (10.4%) 1227 (11.5%)
(w ~ _~) I b 5 ) 243 3 ) 6 ) 101 8 ) 011 6 ) bll 3 )
",~-~ 3 0 ) n 7 ) JJ 3 9 ) 7 ) M 0 ) l'(l:I~ 8 )
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V3b (-"一一) 。(0.0%) 3 ( 1.2%) 1 ( 0.5%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 5 ( 0.5%) 
V3B (…ー) 1 ( 0.1%) 1 ( 0.4%) 1 ( 0署5%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
{足》一一} 1 ( 0.1%) 4 ( 1.6%) 2 ( 1.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 5 ( 0.5%) 
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(><vv_) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) 1 . ) U 0 ) o ( .0 ) U ( 0 )(___ v) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( .0 ) U ( .0 ) U 0 ) U ( 0 )
V4E (v __ v) U ( 0. ) U ( 0 ) U 0 ) U 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 )
(,, __ v) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U ( 0.0 ) U ( 0.0 )
f (_v_v) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U 0 ) U 0 )
~ o( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 )
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(__ v~) o ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U 0 ) U 0 )
G v) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0.0 ) U ( 0.0 ) U ( 0.0 ) U ( 0.0 )
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(c')豆ooksxiii-xviii， BhG， N ala: odd p忌da
I Comb. Hook 1 xii 足v xv XVI-XVlll B1iG 芥亙a
Pa {一一一一} 1519 (13.9%) 669 (14.2%) 219 (12.1%) 120 (12.5%) 187 (16.4%) 143 ( 9.3%) 
PA (~一一一} 1115 (10.2%) 511 (10.9%) 184 (10.1%) 89 ( 9.2%) 120 (10.5%) 128 ( 8.3%) 
(単一一一} 2634 (24.2%) 1180 (25.1%) 403 (22.3%) 209 (21.8%) 307 (26.9%) 271 (17.6%) 
Pb (_vー } 1713 (15.7%) 648 (13.8%) 224 (12.3%) 132 (13.7%) 一1事57ぎ(13.7%) 243 (15.8%) 
PB (~ v一一} 968 ( 8.9%) T4273T 00.0%} 212 (11.7%) 97 (10.1%) ( 7.7%) ZLZ9芝9 (12.9%) 
(単》一一} ~681 (24.7%) (23.9%) 436 (24.1%) ~~9 (23.9%) 245 (21.4%) (28.7%) 
PC (__v一} 570 ( 5.2%) 芝z吾b互8 ( 5.5%) 95 ( 5.2%) 否b1a7(5.7%} 65 ( 5.7%) 76 ( 4.9%) 
PC (~-~一} 591 ( 5.4%) ( 6.2%) 121 ( 6.6%) ( 7.2%) 52 ( 4.5%) lO5 ( 6.8%) 
{単ー} 1161 (10.6%) 552 (11.7%) 216 (11.9%) 124 (12.9%) 117 (10.2%) 181 (11.7%) 
Pd (_v v一} 1 ( 0.0%) 万o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 1G 7 {0.0%} 
PD (…v一} o ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) り(0.0%) む(0.0%) ( 0.0%) I 
(単vv一} 1 ( 0.0%) 3互ぎ。(0.0%) τEE 。{0.0%} 。(0.0%) τTす。(0.0%) τ吾。苔( 0.0%) 
Pe {一一一づ 890 ( 8.1 %) ( 7.4%) ( 9.1 %) 97 (10.1%) (10.4%) ( 6.9%) I 
PE (v一 v) 745 ( 6.8%) 299 ( 6.3%) 115 ( 6.3%) 79 ( 8.2%) 59 ( 5.1%) 113 ( 7.3%) 
{三一一づ 1635 (15.0%) 647 (13.8%) ~81 (15.5%) 176 (18.3%) 178 (15.6%) ~19 (14.2%) 
Pf (ーνー v) 994 ( 9.1%) 400 ( 8.5%) 152 ( 8.4%) 73 ( 7.6%) 102 ( 8.9%) 147 ( 9.5%) 
PF (v vー v) 493 ( 4.5%) 191 ( 4.0%) 立ま8ぎ6 ( 4.7%) TT3百7 ( 3.8%) 71 ( 6.2%) 79 ( 5.1%) 
(孟》ーづ 1487 (13.7%) 591 (12.6%) (13.1%) 。1.4%) 173 (15.1%) 226 (14.7%) 
Pg (一一》づ 676 ( 6.2%) 361 ( 7.7%) 123 ( 6.8%) 59 ( 6.1%) 79 ( 6.9%) 92 ( 5.9%) 
PG (v _ v ) 578 ( 5.3%) 236 ( 5.0%) 110 ( 6.0%) 50 ( 5.2%) 41 ( 3.5%) 104 ( 6.7%) 
(>< _v v) 1254 (11.5%) 597 (12.7%) 233 (12.8%) 109 (11.3%) 120 (10.5%) 196 (12.7%) 
Ph (_v vづ o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
PH (v v v ) 1 ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
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(c') Books xiii-xviii， BhG， Nala: odd pada 
! Comb. Book I xii 垣v xv XVI-XV1ll IDi否 頁亙a
V2a (一一一一} 22 ( 5.2%) 2 ( 1.4%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 3 ( 8.5%) o ( 0.0%) 
V2A (~-一} 7 ( 1.6%) 3 ( 2.1%) 1 ( 1.4%) o ( 0.0%) 2 ( 5.7%) 1 ( 1.6%) 
(単一一ー} 29 ( 6.9%) 5 ( 3.6%) 1 ( 1.4%) o ( 0.0%) 5 (14.2%) 1 ( 1.6%) 
V2b (_vー } 10 ( 2.3%) 4 ( 2.8%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 2 ( 5.7%) 1 ( 1.6%) 
V2B (一一一} 1 ( 0.2%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
{単》ー } 11 ( 2.6%) 4 ( 2.8%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 2 ( 5.7%) 1 ( 1.6%) 
V2c (一 v_) 191 (45.5%) 53 (38.4%) 32 (45.0%) 12 (46.1%) 14 (40.0%) 30 (50.0%) 
V2C (~_v_) 187 (44.6%) 75 (54.3%) 38 (53.5%) 14 (53.8%) 14 (40.0%) 28 (46.6%) 
(単_v_) 378 (90.2%) 128 (92.7%) 70 (98.5%) 26 (1∞%) 28 (80.0%) 58 (96.6%) 
V2d (_v V一} o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 合(0.0%) 
V2D (…》一} o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( O.O%) む(O.O%) 
(単vVー) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
V2e (一一一づ 。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.7%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V2E (vー づ o ( O.O%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
{三一一づ 。(O.O%) 1 ( 0.7%) o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V2f (_vーづ o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0災} o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
V2F (vvーづ 1 (0.2%) 。(0.0%) o ( O.O%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
{単v_V) 1 ( 0.2%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
V2g (__vづ 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V2G十一》づ 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) 
(>< _vづ o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
8主h (一} 366 (87.4%) 125 (90.6%) 68 (95.8%) 25 (96.2九) 31 (88.6%) 57 (95.0%) 
8th (v) 53 (12.6%) 13 ( 9.4%) 3 ( 4.2%) 1 ( 3.8%) 4 (11.4%) 3 ( 5.0%) 
lVip一一一一11 419 (3.2%) 1 138 ( 2.5災fT 71 (長雨T -26 (2持)1 35 (2.7'70) 1.60 ( 3.2%) I 
V3a (一一} 3 ( 0.6%) 3 ( 1.3%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V3A γ一一一} 3 ( 0.6%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 2.2%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
('"一一} 6 ( 1.2'70) 3 ( 1.3%) 。(0.0%) 1 ( 2.2%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V3b (ー 》一} 4 ( 0.8%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
V3B (vv__) 1 ( 0.2%) 1 ( 0.4%) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 2.2%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
("，-v一一) 5 ( 1.0%) 1 { 0.4劣) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 2.2%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V3c (一一》ー) 241 (49.1%) 106 (47.1%) 35 (38.4%) 13 (28.8%) 14 (56.0%) 39 (46.4%) 
V3C (~-~-) 236 (48.1%) 110 (48.8%) 56 (61.5%) 30 (66.6%) 11 (44.0%) 45 (53.5%) 
(単一V_) 477 (97.3%) 216 (96.0%) 91 (100%) 43 (95.5%) 25 (1∞%) 84い∞%)
V3d (_~ v_) o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V3D (v v v_) o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
{単vvー} 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
V3e (___v) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.4%) o ( 0.0%) 0(0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V3E (v一一づ 。(0.0%) 0(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 0(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
("， __v) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.4%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0宍) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V3f (_v_v) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.4%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V3F (…_v) 1 ( 0.2%) 1 ( 0.4%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。lO.O%)
(単v_v) 1 ( 0.2%) 2 ( 0.8%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V3g (一 vv) 1 ( 0.2%) 1 ( 0.4%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
V3G (v_v v) o ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.4%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
(単一vv) 1 ( 0.2%) 2 ( 0.8%) 。(0.0%) 0(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
8th {ー) 318 (64.9%) 151 (67.1%) 58 (臼.7%) 30 (66.7%) 15 (60.0%) 58 (69.0%) 
8th (ν) 172 (35.1%) 74 (32.9%) 33 (36.3%) 15 (33.3%) 10 (40.0%) 26 (31.0%) 
iれ山手3元山 490( 3.8%) I 225 ( 4.1%) 1 ----m( 4.五~4~( 4.1%) I 25瓦ふ%}r 84 ( 4.5%) I 
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' iii iii, G, ala:
IComb Book I xiii I xiv I---x-v--"---X-Vl;-'--x-v-;-:ii~i- BhG Nat
2a (---- ) .2 ) ( 1.4 ) o ( .0 ) ( .0 ) ( . ) ( . )
2A ---) ( . ) ( .1 ) ( 1.4 ) ( .0 ) ( . ) ( . )
(><---) .9 ) ( .6 ) ( 1.4 ) ( .0 ) .2 ) ( . )
-~--) 3 ) ( 8 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) ( . )
2B (~~--) ( 2 ) o ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) o ( ) 0(0.0%)
(><~--) 6 ) ( 8 ) .0% ( 0 ) ( ) ( . )
-- ~- 5 ) .4 ) 0 ) 1 ) 0 ) 0 )
C -~- 6 ) 3 ) 5 ) 8 ) 0 ) 6 )
><-~- ) 2 ) 7 ) 5 ) 00 ) 0 ) 6 )
-~~-) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) 0 ( ) o ( . )
D ~~~-) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o( 0 ) (0 0 ) o (0.0 )
",~~- 0(0.0% o( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) o ( . )
(---~) o 0 ) ( 7 ) o ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) ( . )
E ~--~) ( 0 0 ) o( 0 ) o 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) o ( . )
(-"---~) o 0 0 ) ( 7 ) ( 0 ) 0 ( ) ( . )
-~-~) ( 0 ) .0% ( 0 ) o ( . %) ( ) o ( . )
(~ ~ -~) .2% o ( 0 ) (0 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) o ( . )
(-,,- ~ -~ ( 2 ) ( 0 ) 0(0.0% o( 0 ) o ( ) o ( . )
--~ ~) .0% ( 0 ) 0(0.0% ( 0 ) ( ) ( . )
G (~-~~) 0(0.0% o( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) 0 )
'" - ~~) ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) 0(0.0%)
t (- ) 4 ) 6 ) 8 ) . %) 6 ) 0 )
~ 6 ) 9 4 ) ( 2 ) ( 8 ) 4 ) ( . )
~I ipula2 total! ( 3.2 ) I 138 ( 2.5%) ! {I ( 3.3%) ! 26 ( 2.3%) I 35 ( 2.7'70)! 60 ( 3.2 ) I
----) ( 6 ) ( 3 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) ( . )
A (~---) ( 6 ) .0% ( 0 ) ( 2 ) ( ) ( . )
"'--- ) ( . %) ( . ) 0(0.0% ( 2 ) ( ) ( . )
-~--) ( 8 ) o ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) o ( . )
B ~~-- ( 2 ) ( 0 4 ) ( 0 ) ( 2 ) ( ) ( . )
,- ~-- ( . ) ( 0 4%) ( 0 ) ( 2 ) ( ) ( . )
--~- ) 1 ) 1 ) 4 ) 8 ) 0 ) )
C 1 ) 8 ) . ) 6 ) 0 ) 5 )
><-~- ) 3 ) 0 ) ) 5 ) 00 ) (100%)
- ~- ( 0 ) .0% ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( ) ( . )
D ~~ ~- ( 0 ) .0% ( 0 ) 0(0.0% ( ) ( . )
(,.~~-) o 0 ) 0(0.0% ( 0 ) 0 o ( ) o ( . )
V3e (---~) ( 0 ) ( 0 4 ) ( 0 ) 0 o ( ) ( . )
~--~) o ( 0 ) .0% o( 0 ) 0 ( ) ( . )
(",- --~) ( 0 ) ( 0 4 ) o ( 0 ) 0(0.0% ( ) ( . )
3f -~-~ ( 0 ) ( 0 4 ) o ( 0 ) ( 0 ) o ( ) ( . )
~~-~ ( 2 ) ( 0 4 ) ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o ( ) o 0.0 )
",- ~ ( .2 ) ( .8 ) ( .0 ) ( .0 ) o ( . ) ( . )
(__ ) ( .2 ) ( 0 4 ) o ( .0 ) ( 0 ) o ( . ) ( . )
G ~ ~ ( .0 ) ( 0 4 ) ( .0 ) ( .0 ) ( . ) o ( . )
><-~~ ( .2 ) ( .8 ) 0(0.0% 0 o ( ) o ( . )
(- ) .9 ) .1 ) 63.7 ) .7 ) .0 ) .0 )
t (~) .1 ) .9 ) .3 ) .3 ) .0 ) . )
, , ,I VipuJa total I ( .8 ) ( .1 ) I 91 ( .3%) I 45 ( . ) ( 1.9%) I ( . )
-
(c') Books xiii-xviii， BhG， N a1a: odd pada 




























11 ( 9.5%) 
2b7 i{32.0%} 
(15.1%) 
















U ( 0.0%) 
一1互371{73.6%} 
(26.4%) 
~ (16.6%) 。(0.0%) 






τ337 (6.2%} 1 (10.0%) 
(29.1%) す5 (50.0%) 
1~ (37.5%) (30.0%) 
a~ (66.6%) ~ (80.0%) 
1υ7 {O，O%) 。(0.0%) 
( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
U ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
り(0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
U ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
1 ( 2.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
1 ( 2.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
υ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
υ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
。(0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 




(c") Books xiii-xviii， BhG， Na1a: even p孟da
a {一一一一} 2005 (15.7%) 742 (13.7%) 291 (13.7%) 
A (v一一一) 1538 (12.1%) 680 (12.6%) 201 ( 9.5%) 
(単一一一) 3δ4a (27.8%) 1422 (26.3%) 4H2 (23.2%) 
b (_v一一} 2188 (17.2%) τ8I7E 2{16.1%} 古2事5187(12.2%} 
B (v v一一} 1~υ5 ( 9.4%) (11.3%) (13.9%) 
{単》一一} aaHa (26.6%) 14~~ (27.4%) 55a (26.1%) 
c (ー 》一) 2 ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) 
C (vー 》ー) 2 ( 0.0%) 2 ( 0.0%) τ 。(0.0%) 
(><_v_) 4 ( 0.0%) 2 ( 0.0%) ( 0.0%) 
d (ーvvー) 否U ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
D (v v vー) ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
(単一一) む(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 2r。7(0.0%} 
e (___v) 12aa ( 9.7%) 5~U ( 9.6%) (11.6%) 
E (v一一つ 1021 ( 8.0%) 442 ( 8.2%) 167 ( 7.9%) 
(と一一つ τ22τ5事4写(17.7%) 19672苦(17.8%) 414 (19.6%) 
f (_vーづ ( 9.4%) ( 8.8%) 170 ( 8.0%) 
F (v v _ v) 61a ( 4.8%) 26U ( 4.8%) 152 ( 7.1%) 
(単 V_v) 18UH (14.2%) 7a~ (13.6%) 
古寸a2主E2Z7 ( 1 5 2 % ) g (__vv) 1り56( 8.3%) 34E1吉!J ( 7.7%) ( 9.6%) 
G (v_vv) 64~ ( 5.1%) ( 6.7%) ( 6.0%) 
(~_v v) 1705 (13.4%) 7~4 (14.5%) aao (15.6%) 
h (ーvv v) υ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) り(0.0%) 
H (vvvv) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
(単一つ o ( O.O%) 。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
15 
XVI-XVlll B1iG 育亙&
2 (16.6%) 8 (28.5%) 。(0.0%) 
1 ( 8.3%) 4 (14.2%) υ( 0.0%) 
3 (25.0%) l~ (42.8%) υ( 0.0%) 
~ (16.6%) O (21.4%) ~ (12.5%) 
。(O.O%) 1 ( 3.5%) 。(0.0%) 
2 (16.6%) 7 (25.0%) 2 (12.5%) 
す4 (お.3%) τ 3 (10.7%) 汐 (56.2%)
(25.0%) (21.4%) 5 (31.2%) 
7 (58.3%) H (32.1%) 14 (87.5%) 
U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 
υ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 
U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 
。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
。(0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
υ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
υ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
υ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
り(0.0%) 。(0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 
υ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
τ ~ (66.7%) 22 (78.6%) Iーaす(81.3%) 
(33.3%) (j (21.4%) (18.8%) 
I33(12.2%) 238 (18.4%) 1HH (10.7%) 
107 ( 9.8%) 313725 {102%} τ1害8事H (10.2%) 
240 (22.1%) (28.7%) (20.9%) 
190 (17.5%) 188 (14.5%) ~4~ (13.4%) 
"125(11.5%) 31B1τ 3 ( 8.7%) 25~ (13.6%) 
a15 (29.0%) (23.3%) 5U1 (27.0%) 
。(0.0%) 万o ( 0.0%) 。(0.0%) 
。(0.0%) ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) 
(Jro.oo/~) 。(0.0%) 1。7{0.0%} 
。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) ( 0.0%) 






82 ( 7.5%) 102 ( 7.9%) 1ol ( 8.7%) 
191 (17.6%) 260 (20.1%) 346 (18.7%) 
116 (10.7%) 117 ( 9.0%) zυ~ (11.2%) 
--s'~rr5~4 %) 59 ( 4.5%) la5 ( 7.2%) 
175 (16.1%) 176-(13.6%) a4a (18.5%) 
112 (10.3%) 120 ( 9.3%) 13H ( 7.5%) 
51 ( 4.7%) τ事6327(4.8%) 133 ( 7.1%) 
-11 63{15.0%} (14.1%) 272 (14.7%) 
( 0.0%) -0-( 0.0%) 万。(0.0%) 
。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) ( 0.0%) 
。(0.0%) 。(0.0%) υ( 0.0%) 
') ii ii, , l :
om Bo xi i I i I 1-XVlll h NaIa
----) 0 ( 4 ) 8 6 ) U ( 0 ) :l 6 ) ~ 5 ) U ( 0 )
~--- n 5 ) ( 3 ) 0 ) ( 3 ) 2 ) U ( 0 )
"'--- ) 57 (32.0 ) 1:l (25.0 ) 1 (10.0 ) 0 ) 12 8 ) o ( 0 )
-~-- :l/ 1 ) 3 ,2 ) 1 0 ) :l 6 ) o 4 ) :l 5 )
~~--) 3 ( . ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 0 ) ( 5 ) U ( 0 )
'" ~ --) U (16. ) 3 ( 6.2%) 0 ) 6 ) 0 ) 5 )
(__ v_) 3 1 ) 14 1 ) ( .0 ) (33.3 ) ( .7 ) 9 2 )
C ~-~- at 0 ) 5 ) 3 (30.0%) 3 0 ) o . ) . )
",-~-) ~l . ) 32 6 ) 0 ) 3 ) 9 1 ) 5 )
-~~- U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 )
~~~- U 0 ) U 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U ( 0 )
'" ~ ~-) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 )(___ v) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 )
(~--~) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 )
",--~ U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U (0.0 )
f ~ U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) 0(0.0% ( 0 ) 0(0.0%
~ ~ o ( 0 ) ( 0 ) 0(0.0% o 0 ) o ( 0 ) 0(0.0%
('" ~ ~ - U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) 0(0.0% U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 )
(__ v~) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o 0 ) U ( 0 ) U (0.0 )
G ~-~~) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) (0.0 )
('" - ~ ~ ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U (0.0 )
t - 131 (73.6 ) 37 (77.1 ) ( .0 ) ts ( .7 ) 6 ) 13 (81.3 )
t ~ 4'r 4 ) 11 9 ) 3 0 ) 4 3 ) o . ) 3 8 )
I Vlpula4 total I 178 ( 1.4%) I 48 ( 0.8%) I 10 ( 0.4%) I 12 ( 1.1%) I 28 ( 2.1%) I 16 ( 0.8%) I
ron; [~~-'"1 ( ( 0.0%) :l ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%)
ji -~'"1 1 ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) o ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%)
~-~'"1 U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) o(0.0%) o (0.0%)
I Sloka. total I 127Uts 539U 2112
) ii ii, , l : a
lOts4 Uts9 Hl5U
(----) UU 7 ) 7 ) 7 ) lJ (12. ) ~ 4 ) 9~ 7 )
~ --- 1 ) 6 ) 5 ) lU 8 ) 1 r..i (10.2%) 189 (10.2 )
"'--- J5 3 8 ) 3 ) 9 2 ) U 1 ) :rru 7 ) 388 9 )
(_v __) 2 ) 872 (16.1%) 258 (12.2%) U 5 ) V ~~ 5 ) :l 9 4 )
(vv __) 2U 9 4 ) 610 . ) 295 9 ) U (11. ) 11.1 ( 8.7%) 2 6 )
('" v__) 3393 6 ) ~:l 4 ) 3 1 ) JL 0 ) JUI 3 ) b l 0 )
(__ v_) ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) ( 0 ) J ( 0 ) U ( .0 ) U ( 0 )
~-~- ( 0 ) ( 0 ) U ( .0 ) J ( 0 ) U 0 ) ( 0 )
",-~- ( 0 ) ( 0 ) 1 0 ) o ( 0.0% U ( 0 ) o ( 0.0 )
(_vv_) ( .0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) o 0 )
~ v_) U 0 ) U ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) o ( 0 )
('" v v_) lJ ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0.0%) U ( 0.0%) o( 0.0%) o( 0.0%)
(---~) 3:iJ 7 ) :l 6 ) :l47 6 ) lU9 0 ) 158 2 ) 185 (1 0 )
(~ __ v) 0 ) 2 ) 9 ) 5 ) 9 ) 01 7 )
(",--~) :'.:'.04 (17.7%) 962 (17.8 ) 6 ) 6 ) U 1 ) 0 7 )
( _v) 1196 9 4 ) 47ts 8 ) U 0 ) llti 7 ) 0 ) 2U . )
_ ) };j 8 ) 0 8 ) . 1 ) .5!J ( . ) 5 ) 1;);) 2 )
'" v_ ) ~ 9 2 ) "73 6 ) 3~~ (15.2%) 1 ) 76 ( . ) 3 3 5 )
) lU 3 ) 41!J ( 7.7%) :lUJ 6 ) 3 ) l:lU 3 ) IJ!J 5 )
~ M!J 1 ) Job 7 ) 127 0 ) 7 ) 62 ( 4.8%) 1 )
o<_v ) U 4 ) (8 5 ) 330 6 ) 1 (15. ) Its2 1 ) 7 )
(_ ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( .0 )
~ U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) o 0 )
('" v vv) U ( 0 0 ) U ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) o ( 0 ) U ( 0 ) o ( 0 )
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~2 Hypermetricism 
There are two hundred and eighty司onehypermetric Sloka-padas in the 
担ahabharata. They are divided into two groups according to the type 
of hypermetricism: (1) the padas with initial resolution and (2) the rest 
due to the other reasons. First， let us look at the group of initial resolu-
tion， which occupies the majority of hypermetric padas in epic Sloka 
(252). 
(1) lnitial resol ution 
lnterestingly， the overwhelming majority of this group (250 in total) 
have the opening --ー }ー， which corresponds to the first seven syllables 
of the line. That these seven syllables form a pada with initial resolu-
tion is attested by the fact that the regular (eight-syllabic) odd pada of 
epic Sloka， as shown in Section 1， does not allow the opening -ー-be-
fore a long syllable.J 
The other cases of initial resolution are limited to the following two 
patterns: i.155.35aαvaliptαm me mukhα1!1 brahman (--一一一)一一一)and 
xii.335.26c sαhasa jag宅.haturvedan (--ー ---一一一). 1 have added the be-
ginning word(s) of the p孟dain parentheses to show the lexical environ-
ment in which initial resolution occurs. 
i.1.8a (janamejayasya)， 1.18a (janamejayasya)， 1.57a (janamejayena)， 
2.49a (abhimanyuna)， 3.182c (janamejayal)， 6.6c (anuvartatI)， 
3 This rule is ignored only in ten lines - ii.8.11 a bharatas tatha suratha与 iii.245.7aat凶i~tam 
alPakalan:z. viii.62.2a kamcf ni~a1igf 1芯[sf.xii.202.14e samayi~yati srutl'a t('. 298.10c atha sαpta tu 
l'.vaktani. 306.21 a daSiαtarica ca fmittani. 336.5.ta harir (，1'a hi k~etrα'jl'io. xiii.17.42c asanf如何ghnt-
khaqg仁 123.5ctatasaim (~伊nuded. xiv.24.19a prathamaf!l samano りの10. xii.202.14e. 298.10c宅
306.21a. 336.54a. xiii.17.42c may be excluded from this group. if we regard the conjunct con-
sonant after the fifth syllable in these padas does not make a position to the precぞdingsyllable. 
See below Section 4. 
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§ yper etri sm
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M abharata. r
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io , hi i ajorit f er etri i l
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I it l l o
I in , i ajorit f i t l)
- - -, hi p t l l
. at l l rm it iti l l -
io t t l r t- ll i ) f
I , how ct , t lo i
o ;;
e-
cases f it l l i lo
t s: .15 3 a iptarIJ ha1! -------
.33 2 a agr,h - --- I e-
ord(s) f a r t o i al i -
e t hi it l curs.
. . jana j , . j eja as ), . j eja ena),
ab im , janam ayal]), . r t ),
i l i ig l i t li .ll r t t th r th l}. iii.24 . 'asi~tam
lp la ;. iii.6 . vacf paSf. ii.2 .l ~yati r tl' te. . t a t tIt
v. t i. . sa p J'il e prapt ni. 6. 54 ri ev i a j . iii. 1 .4 f sata hm-
f, l . tapa im (apa . i . .l r t attl vyano. ii. .l e. 8.l .
. a. . a. iii. . a l from t i r p. if r r t nj nct -
t ft r t fift ll l i t t a siti t t r e i ll ble.
low ti .
-
1l.16c (janamejayasya)， 13.35c (janamejayasya)， 16.12e (amtta-
rthinas). 18.8c (j anamej ayasya)， 19.15c (abhisaryamaI)am). 20.2c 
(vinata早)， 27.34c (aruI}as tayos tu)， 30.7a (pratigthyatam)， 3l.8a 
(sumanomukho)， 3l.13a (aparajito)， 3 2.5c (parisu~kamã平sa-) ， 33.9c 
(janamejayasya)， 33.11c (janamejayarp.)， 34.2c (janamejayaが， 4l.26e 
(narakaprati~ than)， 44.19a (caritavrato)， 47 .18a (paridhaya)， 48.1 c 
(janamej ayasya)， 49.6c (vinatanimittarp.)， 49.7 a (j anamej ayasya)， 
49.26a (janamejayasya)， 53.32c (janamejayena)， 54.7a (janamejaya-
sya)， 54.10a (janamejayas tu)， 59.12a (aditir ditir)， 60.51 a (varu手a-
sya bharya). 60.67a (aru号asya bharya)， 64.32c (amitatmabhil)， 
70.19c (anudarsayarp.). 7l.24c (anugayamana). 78.23ε(tvaritarp. 
sakasarp.)， 80.12a (abhi~ektukãmarp.)， 89.44c (janamejayarp.)， 89.4 7a 
(janamejayadayag)， 89.49a (janamejayasya)， 92.4c (karavaI}i ki平 te)，
94.5ge (anapatyataikaputratvam)， 94.67c (abhigamya)， 94.74c 
(balavatsapatnatam)， 10 l.4e (anusaryama号め， 108.1 Oa (aparajitag)， 
108.11 c (kavacI ni~a白gI)， 122.19a (abhivadayamahe). 155.19a (tam 
aharp. phalarthInarp.). 20 l.13a (parIpatyamana)， 202.16c (niyamarp.s 
tada). 21l.7 c (anugamyamano)， 21l.8c (upagIyamano). 
i.2 .17 c (anugamyamanag). 4.2a (ghttapayasena)， 7.5c (virajom baras)， 
1l.29a (aditir ditir). 24.11c (vyajayad)， 33.26c (upanIyamanarp.)， 
52.35c (upanIyamana)， 70.22a (viduradaya三 ca)， 71.4a (sikata 
vapan)， 71.14c (sikata vapan). 
iii.14. 7 c (vyasanarp.)， 17.7 c (abhisarayamasa)， 2l. 2 4c (abhimantri-
tan昌平)， 27 .3a (yaju~ãm tcarp. ca)， 33. 30c (puru~aprayatnajarp.)， 
4l.7a (bhagavan dadasi)， 44.2c (upavIjyamano)， 44.24a (parimarja-
manag). 5l.8c (anubhuyatam). 6l.8c (mahi~ãn varahan)， 61.45c (su-
gthItanama). 66.15c (abhivadya)， 66.24c (vidhina pareI}a)， 8l.53e 
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(avagahya)， 82.27a (kapilavata限). 82.6 9c (kapilahrade)， 127.7 c 
(parivarya jantu早)， 129.7c (apasarp勾 arp).131.14c (saraI) ai~i I) a~) ， 
155.52a (madhurasvarair)， 163.33e (upaclyamanas ca)， 172.4c (giri-
kubara早)， 176.42c (rudhiraIJl vamantI)， 185.2 5a (bhagavan k[ta)， 
198.12a (abhivadaye)， 209.20a (vaclavamukhal)， 212.11a (anunlya-
mano 'pi)， 231.11 a (priyadarsano)， 231.17 a (tad idaIJl kcta平).
233.6a (sara手aIJlca)， 234.5a (avaklryamaI)al).， 24 3.8a (abhi vadital).， 
246.4a (atithivratI)， 246.2 4c (vi~ ayanusaril).I)， 275.3 6a (abhi-
vadaye). 278.30a (avicaryam)， 280.33a (anuvartatI)， 297.50c (upa-
jlvanarp)， 297.51c (upajlvanarp)， 297.62c (puru~a早 tv idanlm). 
iV.8.6c (avalokayantI)， 46.12c (abhi~ajya忠äne) ， 53.63a (avaklrya-
ma♀e)， 63.48c (avaklryama号aき).
v.4.12a (amitaujasりを 4.18c (aparajito). 12.15c (sara♀agatasmi)， 
12.16a (会araI)agatal!)， 14.13e (upati~ t ha mam iti)， 34.37 c (m[j aya 
rak~yate) ， 37.11 c (v[~allpatir) ， 46.16a (abhivadayanti)， 67.11 a (day-
ito 'si)， 88.22c (priyadar会ano)，88.97 a (abhivadayanti)， 94.10a 
(prati~idhyamãno) ， 101.12a (sumanomukho)， 162.22c (kçtakilbi~ãち)，
174.25a (abhivadayitv亘)， 175.3c (abhivadya)， 175.6c (akctavraI)al)， 
177.8c (akctavraI)o)， 177.9a (会ara子agatarp)，178.15a (tam ahaIJl)， 
180.1a (tam ahaf!1 pral).amya)， 180.13c (abhivadya)， 180.22c (tam 
ahaIJl smayann iva)， 181.16e (akctavraI)a -)， 185 .14c (akctavra号aお，
189.1c (puru~o 'bhavad). 190.22a (avamanyase). 
vi.2.29c (aruIJodaye~u) ， 6.12c (parima号~alo) ， 7 .8c (parimaIJ~alas) ， 
13.40a (parimal).clalo)， 21.14c (puru~aじ sanãtanatamo) ， 33.1a 
(madanugrahaya)， 41.64a (anumanaye)， 41.73a (anumanaye)， 45.43c 
(krtavarma♀a)， 84.14c (aparajital)， 84.18a (aparajito)， 84.21a 
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(aparaj itasya). 
vii.9.15c (rathanemigho~a-) ， 16.30c (ねraI)agatal!)， 16.31 c (apa-
cafl号a早)， 18.13a (ayam arjuno)， 51.25c (gurudaragamin丞Ip)， 51.29c 
(avamanyamano)， 58.27c (upagiyamano)， 64.3a (abhiharayatsu)， 74. 
1 a (parivartamane)， 112.16a (kurupaI}c}.avanaIp)， 119.9c (duhitul] 
svayaIpvare)， 142.19c (janamejayasya)， 159.4a (janamejayal)， 171. 
14a (apakt~yama~a初， 1 73.69c (satadha sahasradha)， 1 7 3.1 04a 
(caritaIp mah丞tmano).
vii.4.70a (j anamejayo)， 23.21 a (avamanyase)， 26.2 8a (anivartino)， 
32.42c (janamejayal])， 33.23a (janamejaya会 ca)，40.66c (janam-
ejaya与)， 66.62c (sara♀agate)， 69.38c (jitak必ino).
iX.4.49c (aru号aIp sarasvatIp)， 39.1a (katham ar~ !i~e号0) ， 44.79a 
(garuc}.anan待)， 61.18c (madadhi~ thitatvat). 
x.8.129c (ghatajanavo)， 10.3a (kttavarma手a).
xi. 3.11 a (avataryamaI}am). 
xii.8.14a (abhisastavat)， 35.4c (didhi~üpatis) ， 36.21 c (kharacarma-
vasal)， 49.40a (jamadagnidhenvas)， 65.13a (yavanal) kirata)， 66.15c 
(sara号agate~u) ， 137.16c 将ara号agatasya)， 142.16c (ねra手agataIp)
142.25a (sara♀agatasya)， 199.6c (abhisaIpdhipurvakaIp)， 203.9a 
(puru~aIp sanatana平)， 207.28c (paripakvabuddhi与)， 224.43a 
(sraya号accharlraIp)， 224.61 c (paricarayajnaお， 230.12c (paricara-
yajnal)， 237 .19c (amtta与sanitya中)， 240.1 c (htdayaIp priyapriye)， 
260.5c (kapilasya gos ca)， 266.3a (karaI)e gha tasya ya buddhir)， 
267.20c (gamanendriyaIp)， 279.18c (sukttak~ayad) ， 282.18a (abhi-
gamya)， 283.5c (kttapurviI}as tu)， 285.5c (stjata与 prajapater)， 
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288.4a (sakune vayal!)， 30 1.15a (prakttir gUI).an)， 301.16c (prakttis 
tatha)， 302.2a (合計adhasahasradh司、 306.60c (tadanantaral! ca)， 
311.8c (araI).I平 mamantha)， 322.42a 相会ana brhaspati会 caiva)， 
324.28c (ayajad dhari早)， 326.3a (sukapatravar号a主)， 328.29c 
(varadarp namasva)， 332.14c (paramaI).ubhuta)， 335.26c (sahasa 
jagrhatur). 
xiii.16.10c (upamanyave)， 17.60a (trida三as trikaladhtk karma-)， 
22.11a (民iEaprasaditZ)，275c(118ana bfhaspatirL34.16a(bhfgavo 
'yaja平s)， 65.52a (daねgosahasradal)， 79.6a (navanitapa主kaち)， 
92.13c (prapitamahaya). 95.58a (会araI).agata平)， 96.27 a (anrtau ja P)， 
96.28a (atithil! grhastho). 96.32c (会ara号agatal!)， 98.7c (apa-
kariI).a早)， 107.33a (abhivadayeta)， 107.135a (animantrito)， 107. 
135b (animantrite)， 107.148c (anukampata)， 110.58c (ayutayutal!)， 
110.91a (dhぎtimanahil!sanirata与)， 112.24a (anudarsital!)， 135.67c 
(vinayo jaya与)， 135.105c (aparajital)， 145.40c (satadha sahasradha)， 
154.16a (anugamyamana). 
xiv.16.4 2c (paripccch乱)， 39.22c (prakrtir vikaral)， 44.7c (pari-
sarplI).a平)， 49.33c (mahataきpradh亘na-)，67.19c (abhivãdayí~ye) ， 
73.7c (hatabandhav孟)， 93.13a(anasfiyavoL95.7a(parighI53ikaL
xV.7.8a (viduradayas ca)， 12.7ε(a t avlbalarp.)， 31.19a (abhivadito). 
xviii.3.20a (anubhuya purvarp.ト
(2) Miscellaneous 
The iollowing padas show hypermetricism due to the reasons other 
than initial resolution. Here we can see a clear influence of prakrtism 
in the words such as unnαyati and bhavati. 
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i.69.30a (retodha与putra unnayati)， 90.32a (retodha与putraun-
nayati). 
iii.13 3.11 a (na tena sthaviro bhavati)， 133.2 5a (kirp. svit suptarp. na 
nimi~ati); 297.2 6a (ki平 svidadityam unnayati)， 297.28a (kena sviε 
chrotriyo bhavati)， 297.28c (kena dvitIyavan bhavati)， 297.29a 
(srutena 三rotriyo bhavati)， 297.29c (dht"tya dvitiyavan bhavati)， 
297.42a (ki早 svitsupta早 n呂 nimi~ati) ， 297.56a (ki早 nuhitva priyo 
bhavati)， 297.56c (kirp. nu hitvarthavan bhavati)， 297.57a (manarp. 
hitva priyo bhavati)， 297.57c (kamaI!l hitvarthavan bhavati). 
v.43.35a (maunad dhi sa munir bhavati)， 91.11c (avacyal) kasyacid 
bhavati)， 186.17c (bhI~mo vasunam anyatamo). 
vii.120.25c (naivangam 主gati kirp.cin me)， 1 73.3 3c (pinakina中
khaI)Qaparasurp.) 
xii.65.18a (bhumip昌lanarp. ca 会usrü~ã) ， 146. 3c (abuddhipurvarp. 
brahmahatya)， 151.19b (salmalil) k~ubhitas tat tada)， 284.26a 
(na~ taprajno yada bhavati).4 
xiii.45.2a (ya putrakasyapy arikthasya)， 63.9a (apupan punarvasau 
dattva)， 93.4a (masardhamasau nopavased). 116.67c (raivatena ran-
tidevenaト
xiv.53.7b (yad visvaI!l sadasatal) param). 93.66c (yada danarucir 
bhavati). 
~3 Catalecticism 
The epic has only two Sloka-lines with less than sixteen syllables -
xii.135.59cd: tunαIJ punar vivaγdhetαsvalPo 'pyαnivaritah and xii.322. 
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§ atal t ism
i l w l a-l it l l
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-
llab:ミαミ{yddGntGiy yztMdbathiα1rαs:dbitiy dGYf13174biziy ye.i prefer 
reading svαIPo apy rather than suαlPo 'py in the former line， for 1 have not 
noticed any other example of the word-internal Vedic hiatus of 
-ua -in the epics. On the other hand， a sloppy hiatus 1ike -0α-inside the 
pada is not a rarity. See i.147.2b roravftho anathavαt， i.167.21c rakfio 
attum iha hy avan;:L， iii.116.15c会opoagαcchαt sαhαsa， iii.221.45c ni~pα t­
anto ad宅:SJ仰向， v.44.15d sllryo αh1のαjのなte， vii.137.23d somadatto 
apu!ayat， xii.29.77b indro ablηavαμdyαta， xii.323.48c na saおわ10αbhakt-
ena; Ram i.1.71c niramαvo arogas c仏 i.7.2bsiddharthoαrthasadhakαh， 
v.48.15c vimuたtoαham αstrena， vii.25.13d tt'α tpratl~たsα h sthito ahαm. 
N eedless to say， this list does not incl ude lines with the hiatus over the 
pada-boundary， which takes place commonly in the epic literature. 
In the iatter case， we pro bably need to correct the text to afi tcfbhir ye 
danぉtrcfbhisca (cf. Crit. App.: K 1.2， D5， T， G 1.3.6)， in accordance with 
the succeeding three lines in Vidyunmala (11cd-12ab and 12cd with 
resolutions). 
~4 Cadence other than diiambus 
lrregularity of the even pada is found either in the cadence other than 
diiambus or in the neglect of Pingala's prohibitions， of which the latter 
will be treated in the next section. The majority of the first group has 
anti bacchi us (一一)ヱ)as the cadence. This sequence， however， is not 
irregular. i we regard the conjunct consonat after the thirteenth syllable 
as a single consonant. not making a position to the preceding syllab!e. 
The conjunct consonant is often characterized by the sonant (n， y' r， l， v) 
4 There is :1 sぞemingly hypermetric pada in xii.3:22.1乙c('"eda dharma munaya与台ama)and 
xii.322.12d (de¥'al) san-e tasya ，-isargal) within a verse of Vidyunmala. which consists of al long 
syllables.τhat is to say， the two short syllables corrぞspondto 011εlong il1 thesぜ padas.
? 』???
11 a : ~a~ t a a tair ukta~ suklair a~ tabhir a11)~trabhir e. I r f r
alp alp ' r . r I t
t pl f ord-int r al edi i t f
- i s. t r , o i li 0 a-
t i . .14 f t a , .1 ak~
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11tO dJ;,s~vanta. a naya jayat , i .13 2 adatt
1-qay t, .29.77 hy apa )la , i .3 sakyo a Jlakt-
m .l. l rama)lO a, 7 a hasadhakaJ] ,
A 1 im kt a m a relJ , i .25.1 t'atpratfk~aJJ t it a .
l , i t t ! it i t er
, hi l onl i r .
l , l rr t t ~ ab i
ar~l~tra is . ri . pp.: l. , , , . . ), it
i al it
l t s).
§ a e iam
I l ri f i r t r
iam l t f i gala' r i i , f hi t r
ill re t t . ajorit f t
ti i ---~ ce. hi , ever, t
rre l r, f j ct s at ft r e l l
l s nant, t aki sit r i ll le.
j t t r ct t , , , i, )
i J. e i l er etri i ii. . 2 ve una l; s nta)
ii.322.12 ( evab s rv t s visarg bl it i a rs f i n ala. hic nsists f all l
s llables. T t is t s , t tw rt s ll l s rre t one l in t se adas.
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as the second membεr. The other conson在日tsarε k$， ch， sth but their 
numbers are relatively small. 1 have marked the conjunct consonant， 
which apparently makes no position， in italics. 
i.78.21b (j ye~thã sre~thã ca brahmaI]I)， 145.26b (yatha tvarp vettha 
brahma♀i)， 165.20b (bahuvIrya会caksatriyaち).
ii.19.16b (sthapayamasa sve pure)， 60.8d (iti tvam aha draupadI)， 
66.19d (vane var~ãI] i dv忌dasa)，67.10d (vane var~ãI] i dvada三a)，
67.11 b (vane var~ãI] i dνada主a).
iii.55.12d (nale vatsyami dv apara)， 67.14 b (sanukro会asca tvam 
sada)， 10 1.3d (ratrau vadhyanti bγahmaI)al].)， 140.3d (tIrthany etani 
drak~yatha) ， 149.20d (loke kIrti三casth apita)， 154.27d (hato vadye-
ha svapsyasi)， 177.20d (brahmaI)o na ca brahmaI)al})， 199.12d (rtau 
bhavati brahma♀al})， 203.8b (lokav!;ttena kl i会yate)，211.29b (tri-
ratra早 yastu brahma♀al}). 
Iv.22.26d (pancalIrp tatra draupadIm)， 57.14d (dasa var~ã号 trII] i
ca). 
v.34.32b (vedail) pasyanti brahmaI)al)， 36.64b (striyo balas ca 
jnatαyαが， 38.12f (putrail] seveta brahmaI]an)， 42.23b (iti manyeta 
brahma号al})， 42.31d (praj主計lInena k~atriya)， 43.24d (yam aharp 
veda brahmaI]am)， 43.29b (bahupathIti brahmaI]am)， 43.29d (jal-
pitenaiva bγahmana訟)， 43.37b (brahma pasyati k~atriya) ， 80.5d 
(man trarp r ahasi sγ昌vitaち).88.73d (aprati~thaiva jyayasI)， 94.23d 
(yuddhakamuka k~atriya). 
vI.50.31 b (saravar~e I]a chadayan). 
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ahmal} , t ahmaI ), . j l-
e rahm I] m), rahm syati , .
si ir a ~ , j sI , .
yuddhakam ).
i.5 .3 ar~eI] ayan).
-
vii.102.32b (pancajanyasya sr白yate)，112.13b (sutaputre乎ach ad-
itaが， 112.41 b (sabham anayya dγaupadIm)， 120.77b (ratham孟ropya
svaI!1 tada)， 146.9d (pretanam iva かandatam)，171.69b (droI)a-
putre♀a k~ atriyal]). 
viii.10.16d (sarvabhutani tretarat)， 17.42b (tava putreI]a pre~itãn) ， 
30.53b (tato bhavati k~atriya1))， 30.54b (punar bhavati b1'ahma♀aお，
30.85 b (santi sarvatra k~ atriy言1)， 31.52d (jyasabdas capI sruyate)， 
38.5d (samant孟deva brah辺a守的.
ix. 26.2 3d (sriyal! praI)al!会 ca tyak~yati) ， 27.34d (sahadevaya tra-
hi号ot)，63.11d (bhI~me dro号eca srImati). 
x.2.17d (dve~yo bhavati trayasal]). 
xii.38.41 b (kuntI kç~ I] ã ca draupadI)， 60.12b (SVadhyayenaiva 
br ahmaI)a1)， 75.2 2b (nityasastras ca k~atriyal])， 76.37 d (anu jlvantu 
tv am jan吟)， 149.89b (priyamithyabhidhy忌yina)，159.8b (kama申
告白drasyad1'avyataが. 159.55d (paradare tu dve smt;te)， 182.8d 
(brahmaI)o na ca br ahmaI)al])， 213.14d (danto bhavati jnanavan)， 
214.10b なtau bhavati brahmaI]a己). 216.25 d (tada tvaqt tani 
dγakゎrasi)， 22 4.69b (vb~ t ya bhuyarpsi þrãvb~i) ， 228.3b (yukto 
yunjIta dvadasa)， 235.16d (vaiれradevetu jnatayal])， 243.2d (na tena 
na sa brahmaI).al])， 243.3d (na tena na ca brahmaI).aき)， 257.10d 
(sarvayaj白e~u brahma号吟)， 260.25d (kalas caitani dv adaね)， 262.2d 
(patra早 bhavati brahmaI]a年). 287.38d (ak~amudreva nyasyate)， 
291.45b (rup忌I)yetani trII)i tu)， 293.31 b (pittaqt majj asthi sn ayu 
ca)， 293.35b (pittarp majjasthi sn ayu ca)， 300.17d (adhidaivarp ca 
s1'邑yatam)，306.62b (srotum icchami brahma♀a)， 306.63d (pitcloke 





i.1 0 2.3 I1caj ii t ), . ii t I} -
~), . sabham r l , . atham a
am , . etanam kr a , . I -
eI} ~
i.10.16 rv iit i pr t r t , t I] a ,
avati ~ , . r avati r maI] ~),
ti t a~), . y i at ),
sa ta ahmaI]e).
. . iy qt I] qts , . pr -
iI] t , oI] l ati).
1 avati p sa~ .
i 3 b r I a I , . sv ai
hmaI]a~ , . st ~), . t
rp a~), . iya i h a , . am rp
sii r r yata~). . m ; ), .
brahmaI] hmaI]a~ . . t avati ,
(t;t avati ahmaI ~ , . d t i
r k~yasi , t'~! yarpsi p a t'~i , . t
UI1jIt , . aisva ya~), .
ahmaI]a~), . hmaI] ~), .
I1e~u ahmaI]a~), . l it i sa), .
rp avati ahmaI ~ , . udreva syat ),
. rupaI}Y i IJi ), . i rp a j st i
, i a jast i , . i i r
rii tam , . rotum cc i ahm I] ), . i r o
ahmaI] , . ibud t s , .
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(etai与 k~I号 ais ca k~1yate) ， 345.2b (naga早 viprel}a br丞hma号al])，
346.7d (bhoktum arhasi brahma号a)，352.4d (tato yasyasi brahma号a).
xiii.8.20b (dasavar~1 ca br ahmaI)al)， 9.15d (nasa karya ? ?
brahma♀alき)， 20.46d (さe~ã gacchantu cch andata与)， 47.31 b (pascad 
vindeta brahma号1m)，109.32b (kbtva var~ã号 dvadasa)， 110.22b 
(tatha padmani dvadasa)， 112.39b (setihase sacchandasi)， 112.42d 
(tato jayati brahma♀aき)， 112.46d (pascaj jayati bγahma号al])， 128.32b 
(vratacarya ca ny ayata弘 130.57b (sa vai carati cch andatal])， 
138.13b (kas盟主d arjuna brahmaI)am)， 140.6b (tathaisvaryac ca 
bhγa平会ital]).
xiv.34.12b (buddhirp me viddhi br ahmaI)1m)， 50.9d (yasmi早急 carati
k~etravit) ， 9 5.14d (var~ãl}Y et丞nidv adaさa).
Besides antibacchius (一一}ヱ)we find tribrach C---ー inxii.226.7b 
mukto divyais t行bhir切の与 andmolossus (一一一一 inxii.322.11b (one 
sy l1a ble short. See the preεeding seむtion.)， 322.11 d lelihyante 
su'ηαprakhyαm and xii.322.12b yasmat sarve lokay} sutaY}. All the last 
three 0εcur in the verses of Vidyunmala and thus are exc1uded from the 
category of irregular Sloka-pada (see below Section 6). In the first case. 
we may possibly assume that the vowel ~ can lengthen the preceding syl-
lable after the consonant 久Ifthis assumption be correct， we can state 
that there is no exception in the cadence of the Sloka-lines in the 
Mahabharata. 
5 xiii.17.71a~tur てtukara与 kalo may be cited in this connection. 
? ? ?っ
tai1} II}ais I , . lJl Vl I ahmaI}a1}),
. b tum si ahmal} ), s asi ahmal} ).
i i.8.20 ~I r n h),
. .
hi
rahmaI}ai1}), s a t ta1}), .
t ahmaI}I ), . t ~al}i a , .
ani , . dasi),
ati ahmaI}a1}), aj ati rahmaI}a1}), .
a ayata1}), ai rati ta1}),
ma u ahmaI} ), . th sv
ralJlsita1} .
3 1 ilJl i hmaI}I ), . ilJls rati
, aI Y ta i adasa .
esi t b i ---.:::: ibra --) i .2
ukt i ri i maiJ:; oloss ----) i .3 2 1
l t. c c .), . ih t
rya a .32 1 at okaJ: aJ:. l the st
oc r f i al l rom
f rre l l o ect ). t se,
ssi sum t el r i l-
t r.'; If i pti rr t, t t
t t f l a-li s
ahabharata.
iii. 17.71 a ~ ~ araJ: Mi it i t i necti n.
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~5 Pingala's prohibitions 
Pi主gala prohibited pyrrhic (--) for the 2nd-3rd (a) and the 
10th-11th (b)， and amphimacer (--ー )for the 10th-12th syllables of 
the Sloka line (c). Occasionally， these rules are ignored in the 
Mahabharata. First， 1 mention the padas which ignore the rules together 
with the text and then give a list of metrical sequence of the whole line. 
In the list the items indicate from right to left the line-number， total num-
ber of syllables (in parentheses)， quantitative se司uenceof the line. name 
of the versと andcombination of the metrical type and the pattern of the 
first four syllables (in parentheses). 
(a) Pyrrhic (--) in the 2nd-3rd syllables 
i.2.234a (etad akhilam akhyata平)， 99.41a (katham arajakarp 
rã~trarp) ， 158.14a (na ku手apa与句主gl号ova) - ii.10.4a (ra会mivatI
bhasvara ca)， 19.10a (apariharya meghanarp) - iii.222.36c (napi 
parivade svasr白11)，222.39c (napi parivade caharp)一 iv.29.26c
(vayam api nigぎh号Imo)一-v.37.1a (saptadaさemanrajendra)， 135.22c 
(marp ca kusalinlrp bruyお)一-vi.1 0.3 3c (suktimatIm ara号Y孟早 ca)， 
41.80a (bruhi kim atra sahyarp te) - ix.44.39a (palitakarp kalikarp 
ca)， 45.14c (kukkutika sa主khanika)- x.5.24a (evam adharmikal). 
papalJ)， 7.57 c (pratigchaI]a m抑 deva) - xii.3.6a (atha kcmi己
主le~mamayo) ， 28.38a (mattpittsahasra♀i)， 177.36a (~açlja ぎ ~abha­
gandharau). 293.36c (naiva puman puma111s caiva) - xiii.17.71a 









一一一 Sloka (Ph) 
Sloka (PD) 
Sloka (V 4D) 
§ iil al ' hi it
in l i i rr i r - )
), phi acer - r t t l l f
). ccasi nal , l
ahabharata. i , I enti hi r l t r
i t t f etri al f hol e.
t tem i t rom t ft ine-nu r, t l -
l r t , antit t q f e,
e, binati f etri al att f
t l r t eses).
rr i - l l
.2.23 lam am), ham
a t r r , . Ulf l) Stn ilf ) s i I
, . eghanar ) i.2 2 3 i
v rilrp , . i r ar ) -
vayam i thlflm ) - . . s r , .
s l rp. il as - i. . im lfyarp ),
il i m ) . l a l k rp.
, t n i ) . vam i l)
al ), tigb' lf marp a) i t il)
s , . attPi tsahasralfi , . aQ t a­
harau), . arp i ) i .1 7
b't b'tuk l) l , 1. . r as a ).
.2.234 ) --- - - --- l )
.9 ) - - - l )
.158.14 ) - --- - - - l )
-
ii.10.4ab (16) Sloka (V 4d) 
II.19.10ab (16) Sloka (V3D) 
iii.222.36cd (16) 、町，、恒国、-- 、・4 Slol王a(Ph) 
iii.222.39cd (16) 、--、--、--、-- Sloka (Ph) 
iV.29.26cd (16) 、--、--、--、--、ー' } Sloka (PH) 
v.37.1ab (16) 一一一一 Sloka (V3d) 
v.135.22cd (16) 、-、岡匝，、同匝， 、同匝'一一一一一一 Sloka (Ph) 
vi.10.33cd (16) } Sloka (Pd) 
vi.41.80ab (16) 、司~ 、周囲，、-- 、- 、同~、周囲' Sloka (Pd) 
iX.44.39ab (16) Sloka (V 4d) 
ix.45.14cd (16) 、--、--、-、~ Sloka (V2d) 
x.5.24ab (16) 一一一一一一一 Sloka (Pd) 
x.7.57cd (16) Sloka (PD) 
xii.3.6ab (16) Sloka (V2D) 
xii.28.38ab (16) 、--、--、恒国- 、司岡戸 Sloka (Ph) 
xii.177.36ab (16) 、-、-、-、-一一一一一一 Sloka (Ph) 
xii.293.36cd (16) Sloka (Pd) 
xiii.17.71ab (16) 、ー~、ーー，、ーー、同匝 、ー~ Sloka (PH) 
xiii.109.27ab (16) ) 一 一一一 Sloka (Pd) 
(b) Pyrrhic (~~) in the 1 Oth-11 th syllables 
i.2.158d (saptadasa tathapare). 7.15b (brahmaI}am upagamya tu). 
15.11b (brahma号amidam abravIt). 39.29d (tatra krmir abhud a♀ul]) 
- iii.186.3d (brahmaI).am upati~thasi) - vii.56.30b (yas tam anu 
sa mam anu)， 167.12b (nihatapãr~ I]iyantrbhi~) ， 169.8d (satyakir 
idam abra vIt). 171.12b (nadahad astrajo 'nalal) - viii.14.1 Ob 
(nihatapar日isarathin)--xii.23.4b (pitara r~ayas tatha). 39.43b 
(brahmaI].am idam abruvan). 150.24 b (bhima怒 apihi narada). 
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.l0. ) - --- l )
ii.19.10 ) - -------- l )
ii.2 .36 ) ----- - lok )
ii.2 .39 ) ---- - l )
v.29.26 ) --- "'-" --- ...... ---- ---- l )
1 ) - --- l d)
2 ) --- - --- - --- - -- l )
l0.33 ) - --- l )
i. . ) - -- - -- l )
x.44.39 ) - - - l )
1 ) - - -- l d)
24 ) --- ---- - - l )
5 ) - --- l )
i .3.6 ) l )
.28.38 ) --- - - -- l )
.177.36 ) -- - --- - --- l )
.293.36 ) - - - l )
i.17.71 ) ---- - - -- l )
i.l09.27a ) --- ---- - - l )
rr i -- 0 11t l l
.2.158 are), rahmaI m ),
11 brahmaI] m dam avI , . ir l1 I} )
ii.186 3 brahmaI . m i .56 3 am
m , a }iyantrbhi~), . ir
dam , . t 'n l]) ii .
atapar~I}isarathln) i i a),
brahmaI . m dam an), . lm m i i ar da).
-
i.2.158cd (16) 一一一一 ) 一一一一 Sloka (Pa) 
i.7.15ab (16) } 一一一一 Sloka (PC) 
i.15.11ab (16) } } 一一一一 Sloka (Pb) 
i.39.29cd (16) ) } 一一一一 Sloka (Pb) 
iii.186.3cd (16) 一一一一 Sloka (PE) 
vii.56.30ab (16) Sloka (Pe) 
vii.167.12ab (16) 一一一一 } Sloka (Pa) 
vii.169.8cd (16) 一一一一 ) 一一一一 Sloka (Pa) 
vii.171.12ab (16) -・E・-、司-ーーー 曹関一ー 、ー- Sloka (Pb) 
viii.14.10ab (16) } Sloka (PC) 
xii.23.4ab ( 16) Sloka (PE) 
xii.39.43ab ( 16) ) 一一一一 Sloka (PA) 
xii.150.24ab (16) } 一一一一 Sloka (PB) 
(c) Amphimacer (ー }ー )in 10th-12th syllables 
Here again， quite a few padas may be omitted from this group if the 
conjunct consonant with a sonant as the second member does not make a 
position to the preceding syllable (see above Section 4ト They are 
iii.17.19d， 104.7d， 188.61b， vi.54.43d. vii.91.36d. 159.40b. xii.27.7b. 
65.19d， 136.126b. 306.11b. 306.72b. xiii.96.2d， 109.55d. 18.20b?， 
57.27d. 
It appears that amphimacer in question was allowed in the epic in the 
stock-phrase of iambic syllables like ubhαu cα pa'γsnisarlαthf， even if the 
phrase is not a part of the Prama:gika verse. 
i.47.9b (dhanyair nadlmukhais ca ye) - iii.17.19d (vyavidhya 
satyavi主ramalJ)， 104.7d (svarajyam anvasasata)， 188.61b (kaka iva 
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.2.158 ) ---- ---- l )
.7.15 ) ~ -- l )
.15.11 ) - --- l )
.39.29 ) - --- l )
ii.186.3 ) ~ -- l )
.56.30 ) - -- l )
.167.12 ) ---- ~--- l )
.16 8 ) ---- ---- l )
i . ) ---- --- l )
i.14.10 ) ---- l c)
i ) ---- l )
i ) l )
.150.24 ) ~ -- l )
) phi acer --- t l l
er . it ew a itt rom i f
j t t it t e ber t a
si l l ect ).
ii.17.19 . 7 . . i . ii. . . . ii . .
19 . . . . . 306.72b. i .96 2 . . d. .
. .
t r t phi acer est a low i
o f a i l l a a r~r:isarathf. f
t rt f amaI).i rse.
i. . air ukhai ) i.17.1
t ikramal ). . ajyam asasat . . i
-
d vij ottamal}.)一 iV.32.8b(ubhau ca pãr~~lÍ sãrathï) - v.36.14b (tatas 
tato vimucyate) [Pram勾ika].36.14d (na vetti du与khamanv api) 
[Pram勾ika]， 103.38b (yad bhavi ya ca me gatil) - vi.7.18b 
(visvavasur hah孟 huh註か. 54.43d (bheris εa jaghnire bhrsam)， 
80.22f (ubhau ca pãr只~isãrathï) vii.20.14b (ubhau ca 
pãr~ 1f isãrathï) ， 47.14b (ubhau ca pãr~ 1f isãrathï)， 78.27d (ubhau ca 
pãr~ 1f isãrathï) ， 91.36d (vivyadha ca tribhil)会arail)， 105.2 8d (u bhau 
ca pãr~♀ÍSãrathï) ， 135.46d (ubhau ca pãr~号iSãrathï). 159 .40b 
(avacam asvapad balam) - vii.46.11 b (hatau ca par汗 iSarathi)-
iX.15.63d (ubhau ca pãr~ 1fisãrathI) ， 16.7 5d (u bhau ca pãr~ 1f isãrathI) 
- xii.27.7b (rathad apacyutarp. sarail)， 27.32d (nesas tvam atmana 
nrpa). 30.26d (na svargavasam apsyasi)， 65.19d (dvije~u dadyur 
eva te). 136.126b (piteva hi prasadhi mam)， 188.6b (sparsarp. tvaca 
na vedayet)， 193.11d (visvavasur haha huhul)， 306.11b (pra号esyasi
dvijar~abha) ， 306.72b (pravartati pravartanat)， 309.32-69 
[Prama♀ika] (see below Section 6 with notes)， 326.122d (saras-
vatIm udirayan) - xiii.96.2d (tathaiva ca dvijar~ibhi l))， 101.23b (a-
yajniyan nibodha me)， 109.5 5d (kruddhasya ca prasadanam)， 151.8d 
(visvavasur hahahuhul) - xiv.18.20b (pramuhya dharmavartmasu)， 
57.27d (dadarsa ca dvijottamam). 
ii.47.9ab (16) 一一一一一 Slo主a(V 4b) 
iii.17.19cd (16) 一一一一一一 Sloka (Pg) 
ii.1 04.7 cd (16) 一一一一一一 Sloka (V3C) 
iii.188.61ab (16) } v } Sloka (PC) 一一一 一一一一一一 一一
iV.32.8ab (16) Sloka (Pf) 
[v.36.14aち (16) Prama号ika(DC)] 
[v.36.14cd (16) Prama♀il王a(DC)] 
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ot amal}.) - v 3 a J}isarathI) .
ucyat ) PramaJ} J, . e ti l) m J} i)
PramaI} ], i atil ) i 1
sv a ul)), A erI c nir t"s ),
. a ~I} a thI) i .2 1
ar~J} a I , a ~J} a I , .
ar~I} a I , l v ib l s l ), 5. S
ar~I}isa I , . u a ~I} sa thI), AO
avacam a ) i iA ~J} sarathI)
x 1 6 a ~J} a , . a I} arathI)
.2 7 h tar . l ), . vam
t"pa), gavasam s asi , . ~u r
), e i i a ), lSS. sar .
et , s r ul ), . I}e~yasi
, . artati r art at , .
PramaI} J ow ct it t s), . r s-
l i .96 2 h ibhil) , l. -
fi e), . u adana , l.
sv hahuhl11}) 2 ram avar as ,
i ttam ).
i.47.9a ) - ~-- --~ - l k )
ii.17.19 ) --- --~ - l )
i . ) - - ---- - - ~ -~ l )
ii.18 .61 ) --- --- --~ - l c)-
v 3 S ) ~ ~ ~ l f)
3 1 b ) am I}i )]
.3 .1 ) ~ -~ am I}ik )]
-
v.103.38ab (16) } 一一一 Sloka (PE) 
vi.7.18ab (16) ) ) } 一一一 Sloka (Pb) 
vi.54.43εd (16) 一一一一 ) 一一一一一一 Sloka (Pa) 
vi.80.22ef (16) Sloka (PA) 
vii.20.14ab (16) Sloka (PC) 
vii.47.14ab (16) 一一一 ) Sloka (Pc) 
vii.78.27cd (16) 一一 Sloka (PC) 
vii.91.36cd (16) } Sloka (PB) 
vii.105.28cd (16) 、・~ 、相圃，、・匝，匹 、- Sloka (PG) 
vII.135.46cd ( 16) Sloka (PC) 
vii.159.40ab (16) } } Sloka (Pb) 
vii.46.11 ab (16) } Sloka (Pb) 
ix.15.63cd (16) Sloka (Pg) 
iX.16.75cd (16) 一一一一 } Sloka (Pa) 
xii.27.7ab (16) } Sloka (Pb) 
xII.27.32cd (16) 、-、ー~ 、周囲， 、- ) Sloka (PF) 一一一一一一
xii.30.26cd ( 16) } } } ) Sloka (PC) 
xii.65.19cd (16) Sloka (Pg) 
xii.136.126ab (16) ) Sloka (PA) 
xii.188.6ab (16) 一一一一一一一一一一 Sloka (V3c) 
xii.19 3.11 cd (16) } ) } Sloka (Pb) 
xii.306.11ab (16) Sloka (Pg) 
xii.306.72ab (16) Sloka (Pe) 
[xii.309.32-69 (16) Prama号ika(DC)] 
xii.3 2 6.12 2cd (16) Sloka (Pe) 
xiii.96.2cd (16) } Sloka (PC) 
xiii.1 0 1.2 3ab (16) ) Sloka (Pb) 
xiii.1 09.5 5cd (16) ) 一一一一一一 Sloka (Pb) 
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l03.38 ) ---- -- -- - l )
7.18 ) - ---- ---- -- -- -- - - - l )
54.43e ) ---- ----- -- -- - l a)
8 ) l )
.20.14 ) -- -- -- l )
.47.14 ) -- -- - ----- l c)
.78.27e ) --- - - l )
.91.36e ) -- -- -- -- - l )
.l05.28e ) -- - ---- -- l )
ii.13 e ) -- -- -- l )
i .1 ) - ---- ------ -- -- l )
i i ) - ---- ----- - - l )
15.63e ) --- - - l )
x.16.75e ) ---- ---- -- -- -- l a)
.27 7 ) - ---- ---- -- -- -- l )
ii.27.32e ) ---- - -- ----- ---- - -- - ---- l )
.30.26e ) ---- - ---- -- -- -- - -- - ---- l c)
.65.1ge ) l )
.136.126 ) --- ---- -- -- -- l )
.18 6 ) -- -- - ------ -- - l 3e)
i 1 ) - ---- ---- -- -- -- - l )
.306.11 ) --- - - -- - ---- l )
.306.72 ) l e)
i.309.32 6 ) am I]i )]
i e ) l e)
i i.96.2e ) ---- - ------ -- -- l c)
ii . . ) - ---- ----- l )
ii . . e ) - -- ----- -- - - - l )
-
xiii.151.8cd (16) ) ) Sloka (Pb) 
xiv.18.20ab (16) } Sloka (PC) 
xIv.57.27cd (16) } Sloka (Pb) 
~6 Eight syllabic meters other than Sloka 
Eight-syllabic meters (Anu~ tubh) other than Sloka are very few in the 
Mahabharata. Besides the Pramal).ika (-一ー}ー in v.36.14 and 
xii.309.32-69，6 and the Vidyunmala (一一一一一一一一)in xii.322.11-12，7 
there is no An u~ t u bhmeter in the Mahabharata， such as Citrapada 
(ー--ー----一一)， HaJIlsaruta (一一一------ー-)， Gajagati (----------)， Samanik昌
(ー )ー }ー }一つ， Manavaka -ー-一一---)， Vitana (a:一一)¥b:----一一 c:
一一------ー---)， Naracaka (一一)ー }ー }ー )f or 封agaraka (ー----ー}ー}ー).~) 
当aturally1 have not considered the verses containing one of these sequ-
ences somewhere inside the line in this section. 
~7 Wordゐoundariesin Vipulas (Books i -iii， BhG， N ala) 
Checking caesura is a most difficult part of metrical analysis with a 
computer， for computer does not understand a pause of breath， not to 
mention a pause of meaning. Not only for computer， even for us it is not 
always easy to mark a caesura without any subjectivity. And often 
there is no caesure inside the pada in the epiεtext. So 1 have decided 
tentatively to let a computer count word-boundaries mechanically. 1 
admit that the figures in the table therefore do not respresent the exact 
6 Thε4th syllable is short in 49a. the 8th syllable in 45c. and the 16th syllablぞ in34d， 38b. 
38d. 41d. 43d. 48d. 52d. 55b. 55d， 56d， 58b， 64b. which do not end in a consonant or a long 
vowel. 
7 11 ab has only fifteen syllab1es. Note a1so that 12cd contains interna1 resolutions. See the last 
paragraph of Section 4. 
8 Cf. v.35.10ab: al1v(Ilabhc hiraJpnのmtltrahrade 'hm1J tavasanam. 
9 Cf. 1St. Vol.vii， pp.330. 367. 
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number of caesuras. They rather show the position of "possible caesu-
ras，" strictly speaking. 民evertheless，this appears to me a fairly reliable 
and objective method， for the statistics point， in accordance with the 
theory of caesura， to a reasonable variation of caesuras for the Vipulas 1 
and 2， and an overwhelmingly high number of boundaries after the fifth 
syllable for Vipula 3 as well as after the fourth for Vipula 4. The 
actual gap between the fifth and the fourth may be slightly wider than 
the table shows， if we consider one-syllable words between the fourth 
and the fifth are often enclitics closely related to the preceding word. 
The same situation will apply for the gaps between the sixth & the fifth 
and the fourth & the third. 
Since my epic file stil needs reVlSlOn for analysis of the word-bound-
aries in the Books iV-XV111， 1 offer here only the data concerning the 
first three Books and two minor Parvans of the epic (BhG， N ala). Here 1 
used my program， which rounds off the fractions to two decimal places. 
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Word-boundaries in Vipulas (Books i-ii， BhGラNala)10 
Book i Book i Book ii BhG Nala 
V1-s3 141 (20.2%) 82 (26.8%) 232 (21.9%) 15 (25.0先) 31 (20.0%) 
V1・s4 264 (37.9%) 132 (43.1%) 410 (38.7%) 22 (36.7劣) 51 (32.9~も)
V1・85 343 (49.2%) 123 (40.2克〉 500 (47.2完)21 (35.0%) 71 (45.8完)
Vl-86 87 (12.5%) 28 ( 9.2%) 119 (11.29も) 14 (23.3劣) 21 (13.5~も)
V1 total 697 306 1060 60 155 
V2・83 98 (21.8完) 28 (19.3%) 130 (22.1%) 2 ( 5.7%) 14 (23.3~も)
V2-s4 115 (25.7%) 55 (37.9%) 145 (24.6~も) 12 (34.3%) 11 (18.3%) 
V2・85 253 (56.5完) 76 (52.4%) 350 (59.4%) 17 (48.6先) 40 (66.7%) 
V2・s6 81 (18.1%) 21 (14.5%) 60 (13.6%) 8 (22.9%) 7 (11.7%) 
V2 total 448 145 589 35 60 
V3・s3 199 (34.2%) 70 (36.6克)250 (29.7%) 6 (24.0完) 29 (34.5%) 
V3-54 22 ( 3.8%) 4 ( 2.1%) 26( 3.1~も) o ( 0.0克) 1 ( 1.2完)
V与55 563 (96.7%) 187 (97.9克)812 (96.6%) 24 (96.0克) 82 (97.6CJも)
V3-56 65 (11.2%) 9 ( 4.7%) 57 ( 6.8%) 2 ( 8.0%) 10(11.9完)
V3 total 582 191 841 25 84 
V4-s3 11 ( 4.7%) 3 ( 2.7%) 10 ( 4.0男) 3 (10.7%) o ( 0.0%) 
V4-s4 216 (93.1 %) 109 (96.5引 240 (96.89も)25 (89.3%) 16 (100.0完〉
V4-s5 2 ( 0.9%) 4 ( 3.5劣) 3 ( 1.2完) o ( 0.0%) o ( O.O~も)
V4-s6 18 ( 7.8%) 7 ( 6.2克) 19 ( 7.7%) 4 (14.3%) 。(0.0%) 
V4 total 232 113 247 28 16 
Appendix: Odd padas of rare sequences 
Pd vi.10.33c唱~1.80a - x.5.2~a - xii.293.36c - xii.1 09.27a. (For text see above Section 5a.) 
PD i.99.41a - x.7.57c. (For text see above Section 5a.) 
Ph i.2.234a - iii.222.~~6c. 222.39c - v.135.22c - xii.28.38a守 177.36a.(For text see above Section 
5a.) 
PH iV.29.26c - xiii.17.71a. (For text see above Section 5a.) 
V 1e ii.64.7a - v.88.97c --xiv.60.30c 
V2a i.46.23a. 57.27e. 58.34c. 60.48a. 68.62a. 7 1. 3~c. 82.7c. 96.18a. 11~.66仁 12 1. 7a. 123.62a. 
143.15a. 158.53a. 167.11a. 213.49a. 220.5a - ii.12.36a. 21.16a. 50.17c. 61.59c - iii.2.6~c. 
13.49a. 30.11a. ~)2.8a. 36.17c. 135.9c. 140.2a. 150.15c. 158.40仁 164.34a.198.28c. 213.18a. 
214.29c‘215.8a. 218.10a. 220.22c. 243.20a. 245.33a. 282.31a - iv.8.12c. 15.15a. 15.23c. 
42.26a - v.17.14c. 35.52a. 35.53a. 36.5c. 40.20a. 43.20a. 43.36a. 45.14a. 104.9a. 131.15c. 
L32.llc. 180.31a. 184.12a. 196.6a - vi.4.27a. 15.68c. 16.40a. 24.43a. 26.30c. 32.26c. 
41.102c. 95.3c - vi.46.17a. 66.42c. 67.30a. 89.7c. 101.65a. 117.38a - viii.8.15c. 22.49a. 
29.34a - iX.8.30c. 28.51a. 44.ヲ9a.63.31a. 6~.7a - x.12.23c - xi.4.17a宅 21.2a.26.13c. 
29.117c零 60号14c.66.27a. 67.2a. 80.20a. 81.14a. 89.20a. 94.17a‘ 96.7a. 100.18c. 115.7a. 
10 In the table s3智 etc.mean that a word-boundarv is found after thぞ thirdsvllable and so on 
Note that the 5um of 53-s4ぜxcぞぞdsthぞtotalnumber of the Vipula. which contains the lines with-
out anv of these boundaries. 
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ord-boundari i l i i, G, al lO
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ppendi : f ces
.10.33 , 4 . 24 i .29 i i.1 . a. r t ecti a.)
D .99 4 . e. r t ct a.)
.2.23 . . i .2 3 . 7. 6a. r t ecti
.)
H v 2 2 i .1 a. r t ect a.)
I i.64 . . 6 3 e.
. a. . e, . c. . a, 68.62a. . 4 . . c. . a. 4. e, . . 3. 2a.
. a. . a. . a. . , . .1 a. . a. . 7c, . .2.64 .
. a. . a. ~ , . e. 5. c, 0. a. . 5c. c. 4. 4a. 8. 8c. 3. 8a.
ge. . a. . a, . e, . a. 5. a. . . . e. . 5a. . 3c.
. . c. . a, 35.53a, . e. . a. . a. . a. . a. 4.9a. . c,
.11c. . a, 184.12a, . i. . a. . c. . a, . 3a. . 0c. 2. 6c,
. e, . ii . a, . e. . a, . c. . a, . ii c, 2. 9a,
. ix. . c, . a. .9 . . a. 4. . . ii. . . . a, 6. 3c,
1 . . . . a, . a. . a, . a. . a. . . . a, 0. 8c. 5.7a,
I t t l . t . e t t or - ary is f ft r t e t ir yll l .
ot t t t sum f s e ee t e t t l ber f t ipula, hi ntai s t li s it -
t y f t ndaries.
-
116.13ι132.14a. 147.2a， 171.52c. 之08.8c， 209.3a， 231.28c， 235.22a， 254.2a， 255.21a 
256.7a， 260.19c， 260.29c. 260.37a. 261.14a. 288.16c. 305.ge， 316.42a. 326.40a. 327.46a. 
327.106c， 331.25c - xii.4.46a， 20.40c， 27.5a， 27.573. 30.10a. 33.2a， 33.5a. 33.93， 3~).20c. 
-16.1c， 57.23c喝 59.15a，60.7c， 61.4a， 62.51a， 90.6c， 96.37c， 10l.253， 107.15仁， 107.41a， 109.93， 
110.115a - xiv.8.13c， l1..la. 
V2A i.5.19a， 35.11a， 57.76a， 65.22a， 68.34a， 92.l9a， 96.32a， 104.16a. 117.13a. 118.26a， 119.113， 
129.6a， 158.10a， 158.20a， 198.17a - iiA.9aを 8.27c，31.18a. 33.27a， 66.34a - iii.30.39c. 
33.58a. 34.13a. 77.17c. 97.7a， 110.34c， 168.12a. 214.1a. 259.40c， 280.15a， 294.35a 
iv.59.40a. 65.203 - v.7.36c. 31.8a， 43.4a. 68.7a. 94.19a， 115.14c. 123.10c. 127.36c. 128.16c‘ 
128.503. 131.8c， 133.33c， 139.53c. 144.1a. 158.~Ha. 166.36a. 185.183. 194.18a - vi.14.3c. 
3l.10a. 32.8a‘ 45.60a. 54.35a， 6l.7a， 114.66a - vii.90.8a. 9l.8c. 173.48c - viii.18.16c. 
22.17c. 24.152c - ix.26.37c， 37.48a. 38.16a. -!5.8c - xii.29.22a， 29.64a. 31.1a. 61.9a. 83.64a. 
88.18c， 104.18c， 104.34a. 110.22c. 132.8a. 154.9a. 154.12a， 187.29a. 192.68c， 210.8a. 
213.4a， 213.5a， 217.26a. 217.46c‘ 220.44a. 228.8c. 236.7a. 254.7a宅 255.12e. 26l.39c. 
306.26a. 311.2c. 316.39a. 323.46a. 324.16e. 337.33c - xiii.8.11c. 38.13a. 64.10a. 91.39a. 
94.33c. 112.27a. 1-15.18c - xi¥'.19.39a. 2l.15a. 93.15a - xv.35.5a. 
V2h i.2.92c， 27.9c. 27.13a. 31.9c. 31.12c. 52.14a. 52.22a. 62.3a. 73.14c， 77.2a. 86.15a. 94.71c. 
99.36a. 102.22a， 108.7c， 143.3c. 158.51a. 200.19a， 201.8c - ii.38.16e. 49.7a弓 50.25c.56.2a守
63.35a - iii.D.60a. 51.3a. 83.77c. 172.11a. 186.16a. 205.18c. 219.38a - iV.20.3a 
¥'.39.69a， 93.4ge. 168.17a. 186.15a - vi.10.2a. 29.19c， ~).1 .20c. 55.19a. 58.17a. 78.5a. 9l.2三c.
116.1-1a -vii.2-!.11a. 58.18c. 83.29c. 92‘24c. 96.37c. 120.71c - viii.63.17a - ix.18.14a. 
37.323. -1-1.82a. -15.28e令 60.34a- x.12.40c - xii.8.37a. 90.1::. 101.463， 106.21a. 139.32c. 
139.43a. 170.14c. 203.8a. 204.6a. 210.27c. 2L3.11c. 224.25a. 之26.8a. 233.12a. 236.23a. 
252.7c. 307.4c. 316.38c， 327.60と 327.96c，336.39a. 339.5a - xiiì. 1. 3~)a. 19.1c. 61.10c喝 73.8a.
94.27a. 96.23c. 110.9-k. 142.11a. 14乙17a，150.1a --xiv.4.19c， 19.2a， 27.5c， 3l.8a‘ 
V2B i.107.18a， 129.8a - ii.8.21c - iii.210.9a - iv.56.12a --v.38.8a. 101.14a. 14l.8c - vi.10.25c 
vi.l.13a. 22.-!5c. 122.63c - viii.2-!.2c - x.7.19c - xii.29.98a. 67.7c， 76.7a. 132.8c. 
133.7a， 173.45a. 220.99c. 25l.22a. 260.30a - xiii.109.:i6a. 
V2d ix.l5.14c. (For text see above Section 5a.) 
V2D xii.3.6a. (For text seεabove Section 5a.) 
V2e ii.7.10a - iii.297.27a - V.14 
xvi.4.2a 
V3b i.46.25c. 10l.lc. 1419a - iii.122.11c. 198.10e. 215.12a一一 iV.28.5c- v.93.19a - vi.21.16c. 
52.10e. 85.3c -- viii.7.27c. 36.2~k. 42.19c - ix.26.45c - xii.24.18a. 292.7a， 293.28a， 
317.18a.3之6.72c- xiii.34.10c. 37.173， 107.104a. 138.16a. 
V3B i.122.31c一一 iii.149.13a. 198.52a --v.35.23a - vii.61.7a - viii.20.7c - ix.47.14仁一
xiii.63.22a - xiv.13.7c - xvi.3.13c 
V3d v.:37.1a. (For text see above Section 5a.) 
34 -
.13e. 132.14a. . . . e. 2 . e. . . . e. . . . . . .
. ge. . ge. . a. . a. 8. e. . . . a. a.
1 e. . e i i . . e. . . . a. 30.10a. . . . a. . a. 20e.
4 e. 2 e. 1 . . e. . . . . e. . . 1. a. . c. . . a.
1 . 11.4 .
A .5.19 . . . . . 4 . . . 4. a. 7. 3a. . . . a.
. . . . .4 . . . a. . . . .3 ge.
. a. 34.13a. . e. . . . e. . a. 4. a. . . . . . -
5 . a . e. . . . a. 68.7a. . . 5. 4e. 3. 0e. 7. 6e. . .
. a. 1. e. e, . e. 4. a. . 6. a. 185.18a. . i. . c.
1. . S . . a. . 1. . . i .Sa. 1.Sc. e ii 1 . e.
. e. 2 3 e, . . a. 45 e i .2 2 . . a. . . . a. . 4a.
1 . e. . a. . e. 2. a. 4. a. . . 7. 9a. . . 10.8a.
. a. . . a. . . , . 8. c. 236.7a. . . 5. e. 1. ge.
. a. 1. e. . a. . . . e. . ii e, . a. . a. . a.
. . . a. 4 1S iv.19 . 1. a. 4 . 5. a.
.2.92 , . c. . a. . . . c. . a. . a. . a. . . . a. . a. . 1c.
. . . . e. . e. . a. . . . e .3 e. . . . 5c. . .
ii.D 6 . . . . c. . a. 186.16a. 205.18c. . v . -
v.39.69 . , . . a. . i . a. . . ).1.20c. . a. 4 . 8. a. 1. 2 .
. 4 - i 4.1 . . c. 83.29c. . c. . c. . i .6 . a.
. a. 44.8 . 4 28 . . . i a. 0.1e. . a. 6. 1a. 9. 2e.
. a. 170.14c. . a. 4. a. . c. 3.11c. 4. a. 2 . a. 3. 2a. 6. 3a.
. e. . e. . e. e. . . 6. a. . ii. . 4e. . . 3. a.
. . . c. 0. -k, . a. 2. . . i 1 . .2<1. . . 1. .
B .107.18 . . i.8.2 i.21 5 . S. a. . a. 1. i
- ii.1. . ,4 e. . iii 4 e .7.19c- i . a. . . 6. a. 2.8e.
. . . . c. 1. a. . i .1 . 3 a.
,4 . t ct a.)
D i . t e ct Sa.)
i.7.1 ii.297.2 v. 3.1a - xiv.50.34a.
V2F ii.8.11a - xiii.123.5c.
V2g x.9.47a.
V3a ii.20.28a - iii.187,46e. 219.7e - v.38.1a. 43.28e. 43.3-k. 119.7e - vi.94.9c - viii.30.26a.
35.59a - ix.18.21a. 34.23e. 42.1a. 46.10c. 51.14a - xii.3.14c. 8.21a. 21.ge. 46.22a. 126.52a.
219.22e. 229.7c. 243.4e. 258.45e. 261.12a. 290.2a. 306.4e. 330.18c. 337.1c -- xiii.17.127c.
24.14a. 107.32a - xiv.20.6a. 28.14a. 57.3a.
V3A i.136.17e - iii.82.93a. 247.27c - v.56.18c. 111.1 Oe ~- vi.50.53c - vii.134.24c. 164.95a -
viii.28.64a. 36.13c - ix.~).13e. 7.16e. 56.36c - xii.224.24c - xiii.63.20a. 90.16a. 103.31e-
i, .2 .
i.4 . e. 1.1e. iii.12 . e. . e. . - iv. . e . . i. . c.
. . . e i .7. e. . :3c. . ge . . e i . . a. . . . .
.18a. 2 . - iii.3 . . . a. . a. . a.
B i.12 .3 e - iii.14 . . . . . - ii. . - iii.2 . e - i , . c -
iii.63.2 - i . . - i. .1 .
.: . . ( r t t s cti a.)
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V3D ii.19.10a. (For text see above Section 5a.) 
V3e vii.102.3c. 165.1c - xi.5.10c一一 xii.27l.29c- xiv.24.12a. 
V3E iii.13.105c一一 viii.17.32a- xii.296.2a. 
V3f v.36.40c - vi.9.2a. 44.3a - vii.145.2c - xii.294.38a. 294.39a. 295.18a - xiv.57.37a. 
V3F vii.18.13a - viii.62.2a - xii.202.14e. 298.10c. 306.21a. 336.54a - xiii.17.42c - xiv.24.19a. 
V3g i.45.9a - xii.124.10a. 330.65a. 339.5c一一 xiii.22.3a- xiv.58.2a. 
V3G vii.98.12c - xiv.8.21c 
V4a i.l.12c， 5.12a. 8.21a. 25.16c， 25.17a. 57.6a. 59.40a. 68.74c. 7l.22c. 92.53c. 93.40e， 94.87a， 
111.29a， 113.27a. 119.16a. 12l.1c. 123.70c. 139.14c， 155.38a. 155.45c. 165.10a. 165.41c. 
166.29c， 169.21c， 18l.25a. 188.6a. 192.9c. 193.4c. 224.29c - i.4.l1a. 8.18c. 8.19c. 19.27c， 
20.17a. 27.16a， 30.3a苧 46.22c.47.3a. 47.7c. 47.10a. 48.19a， 48.33a， 49.18c， 50.1a. 53.1c， 
53.9c. 55.9a. 55.15a， 58.36c， 62.18c. 64.4a. 66.32a. 69.8c. 7l.39c. 7l.40a - iii.9.1c. 13.35a. 
13.86c. 27.22c. 36.20a. 37.4c. 43.14a. 44.11a. 80.50c. 8l.51c. 93.14c. 95.18a. 10l.2a. 114.9c， 
13l.1a. 134.5a. 135.31c. 149.19c. 158.53c. 170.32a. 184.24c. 187.15c. 188.52a. 198.86c. 
200.39a. 203.20a. 206.10c. 206.28a. 21l.9a. 212.26c. 213.18c. 214.9a. 214.17c. 215.10ε， 
215.23a. 222.6c. 222.40a. 257.2a - iv.14.1a. 53.49c - v.35.28a. 35.51a. 35.51c. 35.52c. 
35.53c. 42.26c. 45.10a. 49.29c. 50.18c. 56.1c. 56.8a. 57.16c. 75.18a. 88.93a. 90.28a. 94.7c. 
94.39a. 126.16a. 128.41a. 133.27a. 133.37a. 136.10a. 136.11a. 147.5c. 149.50a. 152.9c. 
160.6a‘164.15c - vi.l.11c. 7.47c. 10.69c. 15.32a. 16.16a. 23.33a. 23.43c. 24.12a. 29.17a. 
35.17c. 37.9a. 37.20c. 39.19a. 55.56a. 62.18c守 67.8a.9l.15a. 92.67a. 95.30a. 114.98e. 115.65c 
- vii.9.1a. 9.24a. 16.29a. 20.36a. 20.50c. 22.56a. 24.1c. 82.31c. 100.20c. 10l.56a. 102.45e. 
110.7a. 12l.17a. 12l.21a. 127.15c. 14l.60c. 145.5c. 147.25a. 16l.41a. 162.28a. 163.28c. 
164.9a. 164.97c. 164.132a. 172.10a - viii.24.83c. 27.84e. 27.101a. 28.66a. 29.36a. 29.40c. 
30.82a. 32.42a. 4l.3c. 49.56c. 55.40c - ix.7.25a. 15.27a. 22.22a. 29.48a. 30.16c. 34.9c 
37.32c. 45.33c - x.7.29c. 16.31c - xi.4.11c. 15.11a. 16.14c. 17.10a. 19.21a. 23.14a. 29.10c. 
29.74a. 29.88a. 36.4a. 47.66c. 50.35c. 60.37a. 60.41e. 6l.2a. 64.10c. 70.30c. 79.33c. 80.13a. 
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. e. . e. . e. . a. 3. e. . a. . 4a. 0. 6e. 202.15e. 6.9a.
. e. . a. . e. . 2a. 220.52a. 221.77e. 224.64e. 228.8a. 228.10a. 255.34e.
258.39a. 261.38e. 262.25a. 274.33e. 278.31e. 287.11a. 288.4e. 290.63a. 306.57a. 306.79a.
306.96e. 314.47e. 326.82e. 327.41a. 327.47a. 327.53e. 327.56a. 328.47e. 332.17e. 336.51e.
336.72a. 337.1a. 337.59a - xiii.14.10a. 14.20e. 17.62a, 17.71e. 17.75a. 17.87e. 23.15a.
32.24e. 39.11a, 44.10a. 44.33e. 44.47a, 50.25a. 53.8e. 58.33a. 60.4a. 60.14a. 61.37a. 62.36a.
73.2e. 74.38a. 80.15e. 88.7a. 90.5a. 90.21a. 91.20e. 93.11a. 100.ge. 107.50a. 107.101e,
1I6.45e. 123.13e. 135.78a. 135.89a. 137.12a. 137.16e. 141.22e. 142.1a, 144.7a. 144.14e -
xiv.7.23e. 12.5e. 24.12e. 25.14e. 33.5a. 38.7a. 84.4e. 91.6a - xvi.7.18e - xviii.1.24a.
V4A i.1.2a. 23.12e. 34.7e. 45.25a. 47.13a. 69.51e. 70.11e. 70.34e. 70.40a. 75.16a. 107.5e. 107.12a,
108.13a. 116.23a. 116.26e. 122.45a. 130.19a. 138.3a, 156.10a. 158.18a. 158.27a. 179.2a,
201.15a. 209.16a. 217.2e - ii.26.16a. 27.16a. 31.7e. 48.41e. 50.11a, 58.34a. 60.ge. 66.1a,
66.2a, 66.25a, 66.33a. 68.3e - iii.3.22a. 13.9ge. 28.2e, 28.34a. 38.31a. 39.20e. 40.22a, 44.15e.
44.23a. 114.12a. 116.10a. 144.25a. 148.1ge. 149.31a. 154.46a. 165.16a. 185.19c. 188.67a.
201.14e. 202.ge. 213.27a. 215.6e. 215.8e. 221.77a, 222.lOa. 237.7e, 240.26a. 243.16e. 251.2a.
259.17a, 275.28e. 287.6a - iv.15.12a. 32.28a. 53.47a. 59.23e. 63.51a - v.16.4a. 18.1a.
19.30a. 29.49a. 31.3e, 32.1a, 37.59a. 43.17a, 48.44a. 49.5a, 49.35a. 56.17a. 71.ge. 91.1e.
92.53a. 93.35a. 93.52a. 94.33a. 94.34a. 123.7a. 142.11a. 149.62a. 155.37a. 160.16a. 162.1a.
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35.31a， 37.7a. 37.7c. 41.94a， 70.:13a， 73.48a宅 75.4~h ， 92.26a. 102.7c， 102.8a， 112.35c. 
112.109c， 113.30c司 114.57c， 114.76c - vii.20.40a， :j5.38c， 66.37c. 68.2a， 68.48a. 97.39c， 
100.12a， 114.61a宅 118.40a.125.31c， 127.15a宅 130.12a.132.24a. 136.4a， 143.8a奄 152.27a，
156.2a， 156.25a， 163.43a，1(;5.100a - viii.12.34a. 22.39a， 26.9c， 35.8c. 41.6c， 51.93c. 69.6a 
Ix.7.18c， 10.31a， 24.49a， 39.2-13. 44.95a. 56.6a宅 60.5a- x.7.6a， 7.30a - xii.10.12a， 27.11a， 
29.100a. 39.31a. 54.9a. 65.24a， 70.2a. 89.9c， 92.6a， 9乙38a.93.1a. 101.4a. 101.29a. 109.7a. 
110.1a. 128.25c. 137.78c. 138.62c. 139.7a. 139.10a. 159.32a‘ 186.2a. 192.47c. 205.19a. 
216.27c. 218.4c. 257.11e. 258.11a. 262.24c. 295.1.+c. 300.5c. 326.22c. 327.78e - xii.1O.28a. 
15.21c. 17.28a. 17.148a‘ 34.16c. 45.8c， 54.34c. 71.5c. 85.10a. 91.3a. 94.29a. 107.5壬a.
110.85a. 135.102a. 136.1c. 139.1a. 1.+4.13c - xiv.21.6c. 28.8a. 32.6a. 93.58a - xV.24.18a-
XVl ‘8.74a 
V4b i.5.25c. 18.8a. 27.21a. 73.6a. 76.20a. 79.27a. 82.2a. 91.19c. 107.4e. 107.17a. 108.6c. 114.40a. 
119.15c聖 123.60a.133.6c. 158.49a. 213.80a. 215.12a. 219.13仁 223.6a.223.20a - ii.6.18a， 
13.25a‘22.18a. 47.9a. 48.4c. 50.14a. 55.8a. 64.13a. 66.28c. 68.4a. 71.1c - iii.13.3c. 13.116a. 
18.1a. 25.4a， 25.7c， 29.19a. 31‘16a司 36.263，38.1.1a. 38.37a. 38.40a. 38.42a， 40.34c. 44<-Wc， 
52.3a， 75.3c， 92.13c， 103.16a. 106.27e， 107.16a， 114.1三c.117.18a， 131.5ε 哩 148.31c，155.46a， 
168.22仁 180.48a， 193.16a. 197.38c， 206.4a， 210.18c. 212.21a. 213.5a宅 215.16c， 222.8a. 
232.7仁 2:-37.14a，241.19a， 244.4a， 251.7a - iv.8.10a， :)5.1.1a噌 62.83電 66.28a- v.4.23a. 49<h. 
52.14a. 56.21a， 57.1a. 70.79a. 70.81a宅 80.47a.81.5.ta. 89.19a. 89.23a. 122.58a. 125.21c. 
144.11a. 149.28a - vi.5.21a. 9.19a， 23.5a. 25.1a. 25.37a. 31.2a. 36.6a‘ 40.26c. 55.46a. 
58.47c. 101.17c. 103.61a. 115.63a. 115.65a - vii.13.78c. 15.40c. 19βc. 22.18a. 25.46c. 
50.81a. 67.11c. 87.70a. 123.36a. 133.37a， 146.1.1c. 167.133 - viii.17.52a， 19.3a. 24.79a. 
27.93a， 29.33a宅 31.35a， 3217c. 32.37a. 40.51a， 42.269. 50司18a- ix.9.4c， 23.58c. 26.13a. 
30.27c. 34.15ι34.62a. 39.15a. 44.22a曙 .H.92c.44.94a. 45.30a. 59.11c - x.4.2c - xi，3.13a. 
15.9a， 24.29a奄 54.11a，54.14a曙 60.46a.74.14a. 83.6a. 97.20a‘134.1a， 146.6c. 146.17a， 147.1a. 
161.33a， 166.17c奄 206.16a.218.13c. 232.7c. 256.7c. 263.37a. 263.40a. 273.32c. 274.52c. 
276.55a‘三83.2c，331.26a. 332.21c. 336.76a - xiii.9.l1a歪 12.47a. 14.21c. 17.35a. 17.45c. 
17.72a， 17.78c. 17.92c生 17.106c.17.108c. 26.49c. 35.4a. 60.9c. 60司11a.61.31a. 67.16c， 74.32ぞ.
90.22c， 107.49a. 121.21c 
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5 . 2 . e, . a. . e. . ii.9.1 . a. . 1e. . 5a, . 5e,
7 . . e. e. . e, . e. ge. . .ge. . a, . a, . e, 3212.
2 e. . . . e. 122.1a. 135.83a. 135.91e. 139.8a, 139.31a. 144.12e. 151.38a -
xiv.13.11a. 31.4a. 72.4e - xv.4.4a - xvi.8.~He - xvii.2.3e.
V4B i.4.11e. 31.12a. 81.4e, 114.56e. 123.28a. 189.6e, 199.42e - ii.40.21e, 49.2a - iii.30.448.,
128.15a, 204.19a - v.9.29a. 9.5212. 12.17c, 42.27e. 56.36e. 149.45a - vi.ll.6e. 24.26a.
62.20e. 78.42a - vii.87.2a. 133.37e - viii.31.45e, 35.:He, 36.32c. 55.3ge - ix.2.20a. 30.50e.
41.14a, 51.6a - xii.112.1ge - xiii.17.104e. 58.34a, 109.20a.
V4d ii.10.4a - ix.44.39a. (For text see above Section 5a.)
V4D i.158.14a. (For text see above Section 5a.)
V412 iii.~i8.5a.
V4F iii.245.7a - xiv.93.22a.
rna i.10.4a (ekan arthan p;'thag arthan) - ii.71.4e (madrlputra!;J sahadevo) - v.49.44a (jarasalJldhi!;J
sahadevo), 70.11a (vrddho raja dhrtara~tra!}) - vi.10.51a (tIragrahastaratoya). 15.24a
(maurvIgho~astanayitnll1}.) - vii.164.87a (visvamitro jamadagnir) - viii.5l.50e (asvatthama
krtavarma). 56.55e (asvatthama krtavarma) - xii.147.2e (sarvalJl hldalp svab;:talJl me). 237.8a
(yasmin vaea!) pravisanti). 251.18e (na hy atyantaql dhanavanto) - xiii.44.13a (trilJlsadvaqo
dasavaqalp). 94.4e (visvamitro jamadagni1}.), 105.46e (tfl~l,lrlpgaI;galJl dasagangalJl) - xiv.7.22e
(taval lokan na labheyalJl) - xv.40.10a (jarasalJldhir bhagadatto).
-
mA vii.74.24ε (jaghanasvan sapadataqls) - xii.75.20a (tato raja mucukundaお.148.33a (yathadityal) 
punar udyaqls). 243.5a (yada cayaql na bibheti)， 254.16a (yada cayaql na bibheti) - xiii.17.110a 
(bhutalayo bhutapatir)， 110.116c (vimanaql candrasubhabham). 
mb i.47.4c (時travamIstrisataql ca)， 48.26a (p均 sur勾trad vasudano) - v.88.43a (putralokat 
patilokan) - vii.57.71c (aprameyaql praI}amantau) - viii.52.9a (adya raja dhctara只raお-
xii.l1.17a (devavaql詰 n pitrvaqlSan)， 11.19a (devavaqlsan pít~vaql括的， 255.17a (satyayajna 
damayajna). 
mB i.213.73a (sahadevac chrutasenam) - xii.25.6a ねtithlnaql ca pit~l}祢)零 35.ね (parivitti l)
parivetta)， 159.63a (parivittil) parivetta) - xiii.44.54a (anukulam anuvaqlsaql). 
mc v.57.7c (satyavrata語purumitro)，57.11a (satyavrate purumitrε) - vi.18.11c (satyavrata与puru・
mitro)一一 vii.133.54c結時詰sanovr~aseno) - xiii.20.8c (pratyutthita bhagavantaql)一一 xiv.21.8a
(prasnaql tu vanmanasor). 
mC i.213.72a (yudhi只hiratprativindhyaql) - ii.40.26a (tato 'rjunaQ satavaqaql) - viii.58.10a 
(catu己主ata与 saravar戸ir) - ix.8.46a (hayan dvipaqls tvarayanto) - xii.7.26e (asaqlsayaql 
dhrtarã~ 1ro). 
me vi.24.46a (yavan artha udapane) 
Ma v.42.19c (annaql panaql ca brahmal)as). 
Mb xi.1l2.65a (sthapito 'yaql putra tvaya). 
MB v.43.32a (abhijanami brahmaI)am). 
対c i.57.93a (prahrãda主i~yo nagnajit) - ii.53‘10a (nahaql nikrtya kama尚一 v.42.24c(tasmad dhi 
kiqlcit k~atriya) 一- x.7.49c (tan prεk:;;ama乎o'pi vyathaql). 
MC xiii.41.27c (akiqlcid uktva vnclitas). 
ME iii.185.42c (adcsyanta saptaqayo). 
MF vi.63.15a (mukhato 'scjad brahmaQan). 
Da i.158.50a (vajraql k~atrasya vajino) 一- ii.48.41a (bhuktabhuktaql krtakrtaql) 一- vi.22.3c 
(dhcHadyumnasya ca svayaql) - xii.97.7c (nanyo rajanam abhyased). 
DA vii.35.44a (hatan putraqls tatha pit~n). 
DB i.57.102a (prativindhyo yudhi~thirãt) - iii.13.65a (prativindhyo yudhi~thirãt). 
Dc v.35.10a (anvalabhe hiral}mayaql). 
DC i.1.208c (samagatail) surarドbhis)- v.31.19a (kusasthalalJl vfkasthalam)， 36.14a (yato yato 
nivartate)， 36.14c (nivartanad dhi sarvato)， 70.15a (ku会asthalaql vrkasthalam)， 80.7c 
(ku主asthalaql vrkasthalam) - xii.29.21a (sa cen mamara srnjaya)， 29.27a (sa cen mamara 
司会jaya)，29.34a (sa cen mamara srnjaya)， 29.39a (sa cen mamara srnjaya)， 29.45a (sa cen 
mamara srnjaya). 29.55a (sa cen mamara srnjaya). 29.63a (sa cen mamara srnjaya)， 
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a ar fij a). a ar pi a). . a ar p"ij a). 29.73a (sa
cen mamara srfijaya). 29.86a (sa cen mamara sp"ijaya). 29.92a (sa cen mamara srfijaya). 29.97a
(sa cen mamara sp"ijaya). 29.103a (sa cen mamara srfijaya). 29.1l2a (sa cen mamara srfijaya).
29.121a (sa cen mamara srfijaya). 29.128a (sa cen mamara srfijaya). 29.136a (sa cen mamara
sp"ijaya). 97.7c (nanyo rajanam abhyased). 121.31c (apatrapanapatrape). 76 lines of
xii.309.32-69 (PramaQika. See above Section 6).
De vi.61.2a (puWH)alll ca parabhavarp).
Dg v.45.14c (talll cet satatam rtvijarp).
DG xii.309.49a (na m3.trpitrbandhava).
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